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Conventionally, information inequalities are proved by invoking the basic in-
equalities in a step by step manner. In this thesis, we propose a new combi-
natorial approach to study information inequalities. This is possible by estab-
lishing the equivalence of f； and 丽(少：)，where F； is the closure of the set of 
all constructible entropy functions for n random variables, ^* is the set of all 
quasi-uniform functions and 丽(屯：)is the minimal closed cone containing 屯二. 
We further prove that some functions in ^* possess certain algebraic struc-
ture. More explicitly, some functions in ^* are associated with a group repre-
sentation. This provides an algebraic classification of the entropy functions. For 
example, an entropy function which has an abelian group representation satisfies 
the Ingleton Inequality. Properties of these group representable functions are 
discussed in details, especially those abelian group representable functions. 
Finally, we review the notion "linear representability" in matroid theory 
which can be used to analyze conditional independence relations between ran-
dom variables; the latter are closely related to information theory. We point out 
that linear representability can be obtained in a natural way by using the concept 
of group representation we have developed. This renders a new interpretation 
of linear representability. 
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1.1 Information Theory 
We begin our section by introducing the following definitions in [24]. Let 
rtn = {Xi : i 二 1, • . . , n} be n jointly distributed discrete random variables with 
finite entropies. The Shannon's information measures associated with these ran-
dom variables include all joint entropies, conditional entropies, mutual informa-
tions and conditional mutual informations involving some or all of these random 
variables. For any non-empty subset a oiAfn = {1, • . . , ^}, let X^ = {X{ : i G a } 
and H { X a ) be the joint entropy of X^. All entropies are measured in bits. 
Now given any set of n jointly distributed discrete random variables 0 = 
{Xi, i = 1 ’ . . . , n}，we associate fl with a function hn : 2从 \ 4> ^*> [0, oo) such 
that h{a) = H{Xa). It is well known that given any set of n jointly distributed 
random variables 0 = {Xi : i = 1 , . •. , n } , the entropy function hn associated 
with these random variables satisfies the following inequalities. 
1. h{a) > 0 for all non empty subset a of Mn. 
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2. For any two non-empty subsets a and (3 oiAfn, Oi C ^ implies 
h{a) < • . 
3. For any two non-empty subsets a and (3 of A/*n, if <^  A (3 — <j), 
h{a U j3) + h{a n j3) < h{a) + h{P) 
4. For any two non-empty subsets a and |3 of Afn, if Oi fl 口 二 4>, 
h{a{J(3) < h{a) + h{|3) 
Inequality 1 holds because of the non-negativity of joint entropy H{Xa)- In-
equality 2 holds because of the non-decreasing property of joint entropy H{Xa)-
Inequality 3 holds because of the non-negativity of conditional mutual informa-
tion I{Xa', Xp\Xocnp)- Inequality 4 holds because of the non-negativity of mutual 
information I{Xa]Xp). All the basic inequalities [22], i.e. the non-negativity of 
Shannon's information measures can be deduced from the above four inequali-
ties, and vice versa. 
Let J^ n be the set of all real functions defined on 2^" \ ¢. Define 
> 
9 e Tn : g{c^) > 0； 
aC^^g{a)<g{^y, 
r 二 ^ 
“ a n /? + 小=> g{a) + g{|3) > g{a U |3) + g{a n /?); 
a n /9 二 小=> g{c^) + g W > 9{0i u /?) ^ 
^ 
Apparently, for any 0 = {Xi : i = l , . . . , n } , the entropy function h^ G 
r „ . This means that the set r^ characterizes some of the properties of the 
entropy function. A natural question to ask is whether or not this set "fully" 
2 
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characterizes the entropy function. To make the question more precise, the 
following definitions were introduced [24 . 
Definition 1.1 A function g G Tn is called constructible if and only if there 
exists a set of n jointly distributed discrete random variables 0 such that the 
jointly entropy functon h^ associated with these random variables satisfies of 
/iQ = g[a) for all non-empty subset a ofMn. 
Define 
r* = {g G Tn : 9 is constructible }. (1.1) 
The structure of this set is very complicated. The set defined below is more 
managable. 
Definition 1.2 A function g G Tn is called asymptotically constructible if 
and only if there exist sets ofn jointly distributed discrete random variables ^h 
such that the jointly entropyfunctions hk associated with ftk satisfy limfc^oo hk = 
9' 
Obviously, a function g is asymptotically constructible if and only if g G F*, 
the closure of the set F*. 
Lemma 1.1 F* is a convex cone. 
^^—^^——^^-^^^^— Tb 
For a proof of this lemma, see [23]. 
Let E be an information expression depending only on entropy measures 
involving at most n random variables. E can be regarded as a function from Tn 
to the set of real numbers 况 such that for any g in Tn, E{g) is the value of E 
when H{Xc) is substituted by g{a). Therefore, an information inequality E > 0 
3 
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is valid if and only i f for all g G F；, E{g) > 0 [22]. Since all constructible g G F； 
satisfy all the inequalities in the definition of F^, F； is a subset of r^. Therefore, 
if for all g G r^, E{g) > 0, then E > 0 is a valid information inequality. Hence, 
E{g) > 0 for all g G r^, is a sufficient condition for E > 0. However, this is not 
a necessary condition. 
Similarly, E{g) > 0 for all g € F； is a sufficient condition for E > 0. Since f； 
is the closure of F；, E{g) > 0 for all g G r； is a necessary condition for almost 
all types of information inequalities, for example, linear information inequalities. 
However, this is not the case for Tn-
In [24], it was shown that when n > 4, F* is not equal to r^. Hence, there 
exists an information inequality E > 0 such that E{g) > 0 for all g G F； 
but not for all c/ G r^. In fact, a linear information inequality having such a 
property was found in [24]. Such an information inequality cannot be proved by 
invoking the basic inequalities, since only those information inequalities E' > 0 
such that E\g) > 0, for all g G F^ can be deduced from the basic inequalities 
22]. As a result, F^ cannot characterize r* fully. We are in search of a better 
characterization for F； and f； in order to facilitate the proving of information 
inequalities. 
1.2 Approaches for characterizing F* 
In the previous section, we have shown that F* is a fundamental region in 
information theory. In this section, we will review the approaches which have 
been used to characterize F*. 
4 
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In [24], an improved outer bound on r* is obtained by discovering new in-
fromation inequalities. Suppose S is the class of all known valid information in-
equalities. Since an information inequality E > 0 is valid if and only if E{g) > 0, 
for all g G F；, F； is a subset of A"^;y , ,e f{" G J='n : E{g) > 0}. If we find a new 
valid information inequality E' > 0，then 
/ \ 
r： c n { � G :Fn ： E{g) > 0}门{分 G Tn ： E'{g) > 0} 
yE>o''es 
li n"^;>o,,ef{" G J"n : E{g) > 0} is not a subset of {g G Tn ： E\g) > 0}, The 
new information inequality gives a tighter outer bound on F*. 
In [10], an inner bounds on f * were obatined by invoking tools from matroid 
theory [17][18][19]. Originally, the study of matroids is an anylasis of an abstract 
theory of dependence or independence. A matroid M is an ordered pair (M, p) 
where |ikT| 二 n is finite and p : 2^ — {0,1 ,2 , . • •} satisfies the following three 
conditions: 
• (7Zi) If a C M, then 0 < p{a) < |a . 
• (7^2) If a C j3 C M, then p{a) < p{|3) 
• (7¾) If a and f3 are subsets of M , then 
p{a U ^) + p{a n (3) < p{a) + p{^) 
p is called the rank function of M. It is easy to prove that the restriction of 
p to 2 ^ \ 小 is in F^. Therefore, a property of a matroid (M, p) may have a 
special interepretation in information theory. Conversely, the function h G Tn 
associated with a set of random variables may have a certain matroidal property. 
For example, one kind of matroids is called "linear representable". It was proved 
5 
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10] that if a matroid {M,g) is linear representable ( with \M\ > 4), then the 
restriction of g to 2^ \ 小 satisfies the Ingleton Inequalities [10 . 
6 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 
In chapter 2, we first show that we establish the equivalence of F* and c ^ ( ^ * ) , 
where T1 is the closure of the set of all constructible entropy functions for n 
TL 
random variables, ^* is the set of all n-dimensional quasi-uniform functions 
and 丽(屯二) is the minimal closed cone containing ^；. Then we propose a 
new combinatorial approach to prove information inequality. We will prove the 
Shannon's information inequalities in an alternative way to demonstrate the new 
approach. 
In chapter 3, we will provide an algebraic structure to invetigate F*. We 
will show that for any group G and it's subgroups G1,G2,. • •, Gn, there exists 
a function g G F ； such that g{a) 二 log 丨门丨：丨。“ for any non-empty subset a of 
{ 1 , 2 , . . . ’ n}. {G, G1,G2,..., Gn) is a group representation of function g. Then 
we will show that the minimal closed containing all the group representable 
functions is f * . Properties of these group representable functions are described, 
especially those having an abelian group representation. 
Finally, in chapter 4, we review the notion of "linear representability" in 
matroid theory. We will also prove that the linear representability is almost 
the same as "vector representability" which we have developed. We will also 






Information theory is built on probability theory and probability distribution 
functions of random variables are usually involved. In this chapter, we present 
a new angle to study information theory. Specifically, we attempt to turn a 
problem in information theory into a combinatorial problem. We will show 
that we can prove a linear information inequality by proving a corresponding 
combinatorial inequality using combinatorial tools. 
8 
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2.2 Box Assignment 
Let Nn 二 { 1 , . • •, 7¾} and A \ ,而’ • . . , A^ n be n non-empty finite sets. For any 
non-empty subset a of 从，we define A'^  = Uiea ^i to be the Cartesain product 
of ^ : i G a. Sometimes, we denote AV„ by X. Let x = {xi G A；- : i = 
1 , . . •, n) e AVn- Then denote {x{ : i G a) as x^. 
For any i G 从 , w e denote by A^ ^ = {[ai, a 2 , . . . , ak] ： aj G A；., j = 1, • . . , k} 
the set of all sequences of k elements of ^ . Similarly, for any non-empty subset a 
of A/；, A；" is defined as U i e .对.T h e r e f o r e , Uiea ^i = {(x." ： z G a) : x , € X^]. 
Here, (x^ - : i G a) can be interpreted as a set of |a| elements where the ith 
element x,- is in P^[ On the other hand, for each element (x,- : i G a) G Uiea ^i 
where x, 二 [x,,i, x ,^2,...,工‘’知]and Xi,j G 不 for j 二 1 , 2 , . . . , k, (x,- : i G a) can 
be regarded as a sequence [a1,a2,...,aA;] where aj = {xij : i G a) G ^ for 
j = 1’ 2,. • • , k. Therefore, (x; : i G a) is a sequence of k elements of Xa- These 
two interpretations of (x,- : i G a) are equivalent, although one interpretation is 
sometimes more convenient than the other. Whether (x^ - : i G a) is a collection 
of sequences x^ - : i G a or a sequence of k elements of Xa will be understood 
from the context. 
2.2.1 Box Assignment 
Definition 2.1 Let?(：!,.、?^^ ben non-emptyfinite sets. LetS = {(a^i,...,a:n): 
Xi e Xi] = AVn, l^e call S an n-dimensional box. Any non-empty set A C S 
is a box assignment ofS. 
For any box assignment A of S and non-empty subset a of Nn, we define it's 
a-projection Aa to be the set {a G Af^ , ： 3 {xi G A；. : i G A ^ J G A s.t. {xj : 
9 
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j G a) = a]. Also, given any non-empty subset |3 of Afn and a G A'a, we define 
Apia{a) 二 {b G A> : 3 {xj G ^ ： j G 从）G A s.t. {xj : j G a) = a and {xj : 
j e /?) 二 6}. It is easy to prove that Ap\c{a) is empty if and only if a 运 Aa-
Definition 2.2 A box assignment A is called e-quasi-uniform iffor all non-
empty proper subset a ofMn and it，s complement a^ — Afn \ o^, 
log (max |^c|^(a)|) - log(min |Xc|^(a)|) < elog|^«| (2.1) 
aG>^ a a&Aa 
Definition 2.3 A box assignment A is called quasi-uniform if it is 0-quasi-
uniform. Equivalently，it means that for any non-empty proper subset a ofMn, 
Aoc-\a[ci)\ is constant for all a G Aa- Moreover, since |A^c|Ja)| is constant for 
all a G Aa, we denote this constant hy |乂《。|« . 
Proposition 2.1 Let A be a hox assignment of S and a,|3,|3' be non-empty 
subsets ofMn- Iff^\ ci = i^' \ a , then for any a G Aa 
Ai3\a[a)\ = \Ap>\a{a) 
Proof. 
As (3 \ a = |3' \ a , the union of a and f3 is equal to the union of a and |3'. 
The proposition can be proved by establishing a one-one, onto mapping between 
Ap\a{a) and AQua\a{o)' 
For any b 二 � y i G A'i ： i G /?) G ^/3|«(a), there exists {xi G Xi : i G Xn) 
such that {xi G 疋： i G a) = a and [xi G 不： i G fi) = b. Therefore, 
(a, b) G Apua]a{a) where (a, b) is an element {zi G ^ ： i G (3 U a) in Xpua such 
that {zi : i e a) = a and {z{ : i G |3) = b. 
10 
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Therefore, for each b G Apia{a), we associate with it an element {a,b) in 
Apua]a{0')- It can be proved easily that the mapping is 1 - 1 and onto. As a 
result, \Ap\a{a)\ = |^/?ua|«(a)|. Therefore, \Ap\a{a)\ 二 |X/3'|c (^a)| = \Apua\a{a). 
• 
Proposition 2.2 Let A be a quasi-uniform box assignment of S and a be a 
non-empty subset ofMn- Then for any a G Aa, 
^ATn|a(tt)l 二 ^ ^ 
*/iof 
Proof. 
case 1 a 二 Nn 
It is obvious that 八；丨以⑷={a}, and so, |^ATn|a(^)l = ^ f ^ = 1. 
case 2 a is a non-empty proper subset of Mn 
In this case, \AM \^oi[ci)\ = |A^c|a(^OI- But 
M u = U ^J^nW{o) 
a^Aa 
^ATj = Y^ |JMx|a(cO 
a^AoL 
二 5 ^ |A^cjcv(cO 
a^Aa 
~ 〉: ^a^\a 
aeAa 
=儿,| X^ 1 
a&Aa 
— <^a^\a Q^f 
= ^ A T n | a ( ^ ) M c 
Therefore, \Aj^^U^)\ = ^ ^ . • 11 
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Thus, we define the constant \AAf^ \a{a)\ as |jjvr+|. In fact, we have a more 
general result. 
Proposition 2.3 Let A be a quasi-uniform box assignment ofS and a,|3 be 
non-empty subsets ofMn- Then for any a G Aa, 
4 ( \ l^pUa 々|々）=~1~" <^o; 
Proof, 
case 1 a = Afn 
Let a 二 {xi G 疋 ： i G A/；) G A. Then Apia{a) 二 (a^ i ： i G |3) and 
Apua = {xi : i e |3 U a). Therefore, 
A / � ^3Ua 1 
Ma{a) = ^ ~ 二 1 
t/io; 
The proposition is proved. 
case 2 a is a non-empty proper subset of 从 
Consider 
, 
b e A'cv- ： ^{xi e ^i : i e Afn) e A such that 
Aac]a{a) = • ^ 
{xi : i G a) = a and {xi : i G a^) = 0} ‘ 
、 
b e Afc,c : 3{xi e Afi : i G Afn) G A s.t. {xi : i G a) = a, 
二 U ‘ 
ceA|3lM {xi : i G a^) 二 6 and {xi : i G |3) = c} ‘ 
= U ^cc-]aup{{a,c)) 
cG>l/3|a(a) 
where (a, c) is an element {yi : i G a U j3) in Aaup such that (仏-:i G a) = a and 
{Vi : i e /^) = c. 
12 
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Moreover, as the union is disjoint and 
c^vc|aU/3((^ ,^C))| = |^ acuaU/3|aU/3((^ ,^C)) 
= A A f ^ l a u M ^ , c ) ) 
= | ^ A T j 
AaUP 
we have, 
Ac,c^a{a)l 二 Yu |ZcvcHjA(a,C)) 
cG^/3|a(a) 
二丨乂咖⑷丨！^  
^ATnl A /N l^^n 
w 二 '^ ''"^ '^ ta 
1乂/3丨“《)丨=^^ 口 
^or 
Since \ A0\a{a)\ is constant for all a G Aa, we denote the constant by \A(i\a . 
Example 2.1 Let X^ = {a,6,c,c?} an<fA = { l ,2 ,3 ,4} . Define 
A = {(a, 1)，(a, 2)(6,1), (b, 3), (c, 2), (c, 4), (d, 3), (d, 4)} 
Then 
Ai = {a,b,c,d} ^2 = {l,2,3,4} 
A | 2 ( l ) - {«,^} A|2(2) = {a,c} 
Zi|2(3) = {6,cO Zi|2(4) = {c,c0 
A|i(a)-{l,2} 乂 2 丨 1 例 二 { 1 , 3 } 
^2|i(c) = {2,4}為丨1間二{3,4} 
13 
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a b c d 
1 |o|o| I -
2 互 = 互 = 
3 =互 =互 
4 I 01 o" 
Figure 2.1: A 2 dimensional Quasi-uniform Box Assignment 
Therefore, A is quasi-uniform. See Figure 2.1. 
Example 2.2 LetA\ = ; ^ = ^ = {0，l}. ThenS = {(a,b,c):a,b,care either 0 or L} 
Let 
^ = { ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 , 1 , 0 ) , ( 1 , 0 , 1 ) , ( 0 , 1 , 1 ) } 
Then A is also quasi-uniform. 
See Figure 2.2. 
For any assignment A C 5 , it induces n jointly distributed discrete random 
variables X i , . . . Xn with probability distribution function defined as follows. For 
all ai G A'1,a2 G A'2, . . . , CLn G A'n, 
\ JXl ^f (a i ,a2,--- ,an) G ^ 
P r ( A = (ii，X2 = tt2r.,Xn = 0 — 11 . (2-2) 
0 otherwise. 、 
14 
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(0,1,1) 众 
(i,o,i)Y 
(OAO)^ k ^ ^ 
^ ^ Z ( 1 , 1 , 0 ) 
Figure 2.2: A 3 dimensional Quasi-uniform Box Assignment 
Therefore, for any non-empty proper subset a of 从， 
Fv{Xi 二 ai : i e a) = J^ P^(X, = a,- : i G a and Xj = hj : j G a � ) 
^j^^j 
jea^ 
二 去 . I A , ( ^ ^ i • i ^ ^) 
In fact, Fv{Xi 二 cii : i G a) > 0 if and only if (a^ ： i G a) G Aa-
Theorem 2.1 Given any e-quasi-uniform assignment A ofS, it,s induced dis-
» 
crete random variables Xi,. •. Xn with joint distribution function given in equa-
tion (2.2), satisfies the following inequality 
(1 — e)log |儿| < H{X^) < log |A^| (2.3) 
for all non-empty subset a ofMn. 
15 
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Proof. 
Since Xj^^ has a constant probability over it's support A, H{X^r^) 二 log\A 
and the inequality is satisfied. Now, let a be a non-empty proper subset of A/"n-
Then, Xa is a random variable with support A^. Therefore, 
H{X^) < l o g | X | 
On the other hand, 
r r / A ^ � V ^ |A:^ c|a(^ OIi _^M 
丑 ⑷ 二 a S " ^ l o g T O ^ 
> E ^%^iog ' ^ ' ( � 
一 at^a 丨乂 ma,XaeAa ^a-\aW 
二 log A\ — log max\Aac\a{a) 
aeAa 
Moreover, by simple counting, 
Aa\ . min |A^c|^a)| < |乂| < | X | . max |Ac|^(a) 
a^Aa{o) aE,Aa 
log\Aa\ + log min |^^ci^(a)| < log |^| < log | ^ | + log max\Aac\a{a) 
aG^ a aE-A<x 
Therefore, 
H ( X a ) > log\Aa\ + log min |^^c|^(a)| — log max |^c|^(a) 
— aEAa aEAa 
As A is e-quasi-uniform, 
log min \Aac\^{a)\ — log max\Aac\a{a)\ > - e l o g \Aa 
aeAa aeAa 
16 
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So, (1 — e)log \Aa\ < H{Xa) < log \Aa\ and the proposition is proved. • 
Therefore, given any e-quasi-uniform box assignment A and it's induced 
random variables X 1 , X 2 , . • . , Xn, the entropy of X � i s closed to log | X | in the 
sense that the ratio H{Xo?) to l o g \ A a l j ^ ^ lies between the interval [1 - e, 1:. 
In particular, if e=0, H{Xa) 二 log \Aa . 
2.2.2 Conditional Box Assignment 
Let S = AV„ be the cartesian product of Xi, • • . , Xn and A be a box assignment 
of <S. Recall that for any non-empty subset a of 从，we define Af3\a{a) = {b G 
Xp : 3x = (xi e A'i : i G Afn) e A s.t. Xa = a and xp = b}. 
Obviously, Ap\a{a) is a subset of Xp. If a G X , then Afi\a{a) is non-empty. 
Therefore, A(s\a[o) is a box assignment of X^. 
Proposition 2.4 Let A C S be quasi-uniform. Then for any non-empty subsets 
a,j3 ofAfn and a G Aa, A(3\a{o) is a quasi-uniform box assignment ofXp. 
Proof. 
By definition, Ap\a{a) is a box assignment of Xp. Let B = Ap\a{a). It suffices 
to prove that for any non-empty proper subset 7 of |3 and b G B^, \^p\^\^W\ is 
constant. 
、 
c G ^f3\^ ： 3 {yi : i e j3) e B such that 
Bp\^\^{b)= ‘ 
{Vi ： i e 7) = b and {yi : i G /? \ 7) = c ‘ 
、 
c G Xp\^ : 3 {xi : i e Mn) e A s.t. {xi : i e a) = a = > 
{xi : i G 7) = b and {xi : i G /? \ 7) 二 c • 
=Ap\^\{au^){a, b) 
17 
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Since \Ap\^\au^{{a,b))\ 二 | ^ ^ , which is a constant, Ap\a{a) is a quasi-
uniform box assignment of Xp. • 
Remark: The 7-pr0jecti0n of B is 
B^ = {6€义—3("《：；〔/?)6石&力.（仏.：^6 7)二石} 
X 
f 
b G A^ y ： 3{xi : i e Mn) e A such that 
= \ * 
‘ {xi : i e a) = a, {xi : i G ^) € B, {xi : i G 7) = ^ . 
二 o-^7|o;(a) 
2.3 Quasi-Uniform Random Variables 
In this section, we will show that if X 1 , X 2 , . . . , Xn are random variables induced 
by quasi-uniform box assignment A, then for any non-empty subset a of Af^, 
Xa has constant probability over its support. In other words, if Fi{X = a) and 
Fv{X = b) >0, then Fi{X 二 a ) = P r p ^ = b). 
Conversely, if X1 ,X2, •..，Xn are random variables with finite sample spaces 
such that for any non-empty subset a of 从， 1 « has constant probability over 
its support, then it is induced by some quasi-uniform box assignment. 
Definition 2.4 A set ofjointly distributed random variables Xi,..., Xn is called 
e-quasi-uniform ifXi,..,Xn is the set of n jointly distributed discrete ran-
dom variables induced by an e-quasi-uniform box assignment A. In addition，if 
X1,X2,..., Xn is 0-quasi-uniform, then X1,X2,..., ^n is called quasi-uniform. 
18 
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Proposition 2.5 Let A be a quasi-uniform box assignment and Xi,.. • ,Xn he 
the set of n jointly distributed random variables induced by A. Then for any 
non-empty subset a ofMn, Xa has constant probability over it，s support. 
Proof. 
Given a quasi-uniform box assignment A and its induced random variables 
X i , . . . , Xn, the probability of Xi 二 a1,X2 = a2,...，Xn = ¢^  equals |^ if 
(ai, •. •, an) belongs to A and equals 0 otherwise. The proposition is obvious 
true if a = Mn- Now, let a be a non-empty proper subset of 从 . F o r any 
(ai : i G a) G X , Pr(X^ 二 ca : i G a)=|A:^c|dai : i G a)||7| which is a constant 
for all a G Av . Also, if (a,- : i G a) • X , then Fv{Xi = a,- : i G a)=0. Therefore, 
Xo^  has constant probability over its support. So the result follows. 口 
Proposition 2.6 Let X1,X2r..,Xn be a set ofn jointly distributed random 
variables defined on finite alphabet sets A'i,Af2,-",^n respectively. IfX^ has 
constant probability over its support for any non-empty subset a ofMn, then 
X\, X2, • •., Xn is quasi-uniform. 
Proof. 
Let Xi,... ,Xn be a set of n jontly distributed random variables such that 
Xot has constant probability over its support for any non-empty subset a oiMn-
Let the sample space of Xi be ^ . S 二 [ I L i ^ . Let A = { ( « 1 , . . . , ^n) G A>n : 
Pr(Xi = a1,X2 = a2,. . - ,Xn = an) > 0}. Then A is non-empty and so is a 
box assignment of S. As Xj^^ has constant probability over its support A, if 
(«1,. • •, an) G A , then Pr(Xi 二 ai, X2 二� 2， . . . , Xn = a^) 二 |^. Therefore, it 
is obvious that X1,X2,...，Xn are induced by box assignment A. It remains to 
prove that A is a quasi-uniform box assignment of S. 
19 
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Let a be a non-empty proper subset of 从 . F o r any a = (a,- : i G a), b 二 
{hi : i e a) e Aa, Pr(Xi = ai : i G a) = |^|^c|^(a)| and Pr(X,- 二 bi : 
i e a) = j^\\Aac\a{b)\. As Pr(X,- 二 a,. : i € a) = Fv{Xi = h : i G a) , we 
have |Avc|cv(^ OI 二 |A^c|aWI. So the box assignment A is quasi-uniform and 
X i , •. •, Xn is quasi-uniform. • 
Therefore, that a set of random varaibles X i , - - - , X n is quasi-uniform is 
equivalent to that X« has constant probability over its support for any non-
empty subset a of 从 . 
2.4 Main Theorems 
In this section, we will prove that the minimal closed cone containing all e-quasi-
uniform entropy functions is F*. 
2.4.1 Preliminaries 
Recall that Tn is the set of all functions mapping 2 ^ \ {(/>} into the set of real 
numbers. 
Definition 2.5 A function g G Tn is called finite rational if there exists a set 
ofn jointly distributed discrete random variables Xi,---,Xn such that g{a) 二 
‘ � H{Xcy), |AVJ < oo and Pr(X‘ 二 工)is a rational number for all x G AV„ 
Proposition 2.7 Let A™ = {g G J^n : 9 is finite rational }. Then, A™ = f；. 
Let X1 ,X2, • . . Xn be a set of n random variables with joint probability dis-
tribution P. By the continuity of the entropy function, it suffices to prove that 
20 
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we can construct a sequence of rational probability distribution functions Qk 
with finite supports such that limfc_^oo Qk = P. 
Let M = { l , 2 , 3 , . . •}. Assume without loss of generality that P is defined 
on the countably infinite set M such that P[k) is monotonic decreasing as k 
increase. For k 二 1 , 2 , . • •, define Qk as follows: 
’ ^ # ^ i f r = l , 2 , . . . ,k 
仏 ( 0— ^尸⑷ • 
0 otherwise 
w 
It is obvious that Qk is a probability distribution function with finite sup-
ports. Moreover, ||P - Qk\\ = supr=i,2,-.\P{^) _ Qk{r)l tends to 0. Therefore, 
lim“co Qk = P-
For each k, since Qk is a probability distribution function with finite support, 
we can construct a sequence of rational probability distribution Qr,k with finite 
supports such that lim,^oo Qr,k 二 Qk- Corollary, we can construct a sequence 
of rational probability distributions with finite supports such that the limit of 
the sequence is P. Hence, A ™ = f * . 
Let ^ be the set of real numbers and ^ ^ be the m-dimensional Euclidean 
space. 
Definition 2.6 A set A C 况爪 is a cone iff it satisfies 
1. u, V G A implies u + v G A 
2. u G A, a > 0 implies a . u G A 
Moreover, if A is closed with respect to the Euclidean Topology (i.e. given 
by norm), then it is a closed cone. 
21 
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Definition 2.7 Let U C 況饥，denote the minimal cone containing U by con{U). 
The minimal closed cone containing U will be denoted by Wn{U) and called 
the closed conic hull ofU. 
Fact 2.1 
con{U) 二 {v e 况肌:V = 5^a„ . u where K C U has finite cardinality, au > 0} 
ueK 
That is, each vector v in con{U) is the convex combination of a finite number of 
vectors in U; 
Fact 2.2 The closure of con(U) is also a cone. Therefore，Wn{U) is equal to 
the closure of con(U). 
Lemma 2.1 f* is a closed cone. 
For a proof of this lemma, see [22 . 
Fact 2.3 Let U C V, Iffor all v G V, v G Wn{U), then Wn{U) = Wn{V) 
Before we prove our main theorem, we first state in the rest of this subsection 
several definitions and lemmas adopted from [1]. Let Pd,y be finite alphabet 
sets and X^, y^ be sequences of k elements of A' and y respectively. 
Definition 2.8 The type of a sequence x G A'^  is the probability distribution 
function P^ on X defined by 
Py:{a) = ijV(a|x) for every a G X. 
K 
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where N{a\x) is the number of occurrences of a in x. 
For any distribution P on Af, the set of sequences of type P in X^ is denoted 
by T^ or simply Tp. A distribution P on A' is called a type of sequences in X^ 
if T^ is not void. When there is no ambiguity, we define H{y)=H[X) where X 
is a random variable with distribution P. 
Lemma 2.2 For any type P ofsequences in X^, 
kH{P) — \X\\og{k + 1) < log |2>| S kH{P) 
Definition 2.9 We say that y G y^ has conditional type V given x G ^左 if 
N{a, 6|x, y) 二 7V(a|x)V(6|a) for every a G A^ b G 乂 
For any given x G A'^ and stochastic matrix V:X~~>y, the set of sequences 
y G y ^ having conditional type given x will be called the V - shell of x denoted 
by T^(x) or simply T y ( x ) . 
Lemma 2.3 For every x G ^^ and stochastic matrix V : A' ~~^ y such that 
Tv(x) is non-void, we have, 
kH{V{P^) - |A'||J^ | log(A: + 1) < log |Ty(x)| < kH{V\P^) 
Again, we define H{V\Py：) as the conditional entropies H{Y\X) where X ' s 
distribution is Px and the conditional distribution of Y given X is V . 
Definition 2.10 For any distribution P on ^f, a sequence x G Af^ is called 
P-typical with constant S if 
-N{a\x) — P{a) < S for every a G X 
k 
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The set of such sequences will be denoted by ^ ^ or simply T[p],. 
Further, if X is a random variable with values in Af and with probability 
distribution P , we write T|p^ ^ as T|^]s or T[x]^ 
Definition 2.11 For a stochastic matrix W : A' ~~> V, a sequence y G y^ 
is W — t y p i c a l under the condition x G A'^ (or W-generated by the sequence 
X G X^) with constant 8 if 
iA^(a,6|x,y) - jN{a\x)W{b\a) < 8 for every a G X,be V-
k k 
The set of such sequences y will be denoted by ^ ^ ( x ) or simply T[^],(x). 
Further, if X and Y are random variables with values in X,y respectively and 
PY\x = W , then we shall write T^Y\x]si^) or T[Y]x]si^) for T[vy],(x). 
L e m m a 2.4 / / x G ^ ] ^ , and y G T[y|x]^,,(x)，then ( x , y ) G 了 [ 义 巧 乂 + , 〃 . Con-
versely, z/(x,y) G ^ y ] , . then x G 7^(制)，y G !^⑷外 andy G『务！耶舰…”⑷. 
(Delta-Convention) 
A sequence Sk, k 二 1 , 2 , . . . is said to satisfy the delta-convention if 
Sk ^ 0, V^Sk "> oo as k ^ oo 
All sequences Sk we use will satisfy the Delta-Convention. 
Lemma 2.5 There exists a sequence “ — 0 so that for every distribution P on 
X and stochastic matrix W : X —^ y 
P\T^PW) ^ l - “ 
VK&(T[t^]Jx)|x) > 1 - 6 for every x G A'^  
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where P^{T|p^^ ) is the probability ofthe event 7|^� when the probability distri-
butionfunction is P and ^^(¾,^ W|x) is the probability ofthe event ^^^(x) 
conditioning on the event x when the conditional probability distribution is W. 
More explicitly, 
P^^J ^ l - i S ^ 
W"(At^k(x)|x) > 1 - ¾ ¾ for every x G ^ ' 
Corollary, z/^ < 1，then T^�is non-empty. 
Lemma 2.6 There exists a sequence “ ~> 0 depending only on |A'|, \y\ so that 
for every distribution P on X and stochastic matrix W : X ~~^ y 
i l o g | ^ J - i f ( X ) | < 6 
ilog|^^(x)|-iJ(F|X)| < 6 for every x G ^ ^ ^ 
2.4.2 Main Theorems 
Definition 2.12 A function g G J^n is called e-quasi-uniform if and only if 
there exists a set of e-quasi-uniform random variables X1,X2, • • • Xn such that 
H{Xa) 二 p(a) for all non-empty subset a ofMn- Ifg is 0-quasi-uniform, then 
we call that g is quasi-uniform. 
Let 
^;(e) = {g G Tn ： g is e-quasi-uniform} 
^*(e) is then a subset of F*. 
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Let g G A ™ . Then there exists a set of n jointly distributed random variables 
(X1 ,X2, • . . , Xn) such that for all a C 从，H{Xa) = g(a) and |AVJ < 00. For 
any i G Afn, if g{i) = 0, then H{Xi) = 0. Therefore, there exists a unique 
element in A； such that the probability of that element is 1. So we may assume 
without loss of generality that if g(i) = 0, then |A', | = 1. 
Let 6k, k = 1,2, • • • be a sequence of positive numbers satisfies the Delta 
Convention. In other words, 8k ~> 0 and k8k^ ~> 00. Define 
乂乂 = ^ ^ J � （2.4) 
We will also require |乂乂| > 0 for all k. This could be done if we add an 
additional constraint ^ ^ < 1 (see Lemma 2.5). For simplicity, we denote 為” 
by A^. Now, A^ is a box assignment. 
Lemma 2.7 For any non-empty subset a ofAfn, there exists <^ fc(a) ~> 0 such 
that 
H(X,) - Ua) < \ log |乂二| < H{X^) + Ua) 
Proof. See appendix A. 
• I 
Lemma 2.8 There exists rjk{a) — 0 such that for any a G A^, 
H(Xc.c\Xa^) - 7/fc(a) < i l o g |Xc|a(a)| < H{Xac\Xa) + rjk{oi) 
Proof. See appendix A. 
In fact, the above two lemmas come from AEP(Asymptotic Equipartition 
Property). We will next use tha above two lemmas to show that ^'*(e) is not “ 
too small" when compared with F*. 
26 
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Theorem 2.2 For any e > 0, 
丽 ( _ ) = r： (2.5) 
where c^(W*(e)) is the minimal closed cone containing ^*(e). 
Proof. 
Recall that A ™ = F； (see proposition 2.7), therefore, ^ ( A ™ ) = F；. Also, 
^*(e) C A ™ . To prove the theorem, it then suffices to show that A ™ C 
^ ( W e ) ) . 
Let g G A ™ . Consider the sequence of box assignments A)^^ just defined in 
equation (2.4). Let U&, U ^ , . . . , U^ be the random variables induced by A^. In 
other words, for any (x1,x2, • •.，Xn) G A'^^, 
, 
, , , � j h i / (x i , X 2 , - - - ,x^) G A^ 
Pr(t/iA = X i , ^ = & , . . . , t / i = x J = { l � 
0 otherwise. 
K 
Therefore, for any non-empty proper subset a of Afn and a G 乂二， 
Pr(": 二 a) = ^ ^ 
We will now show that when k is sufficiently large, 
1. t/f, U 2 , . . . , U^ are e-quasi-uniform. 
2. lH{U^) ^ H{Xa) as k ^ 00 for any non-empty subset a of 从 . 
This implies that g G Wn{^l{t)). So ^ ( ^ ^ ; ( e ) ) 二 f；. 
We first claim that U^, U^,..., U|^ are e-quasi-uniform when k is sufficiently 
large. 
Let a be a non-empty proper subset of 从 . 
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Case 1. H{Xa) = 0 
If H{Xo,) = 0, then A'^ . 二 Uiec^ ^ i has cardinality |^J = 1. Therefore, by 
definition 
log max |^^c,^(a)| = log min |^^c|,(a)| = log |乂’ 
a G ^ a afcvAa 
And so, 
log max |^^c|,(a)| — log min |^^c,,(a)| = 0 < elog\Ai\ 
aeAa ‘ a,EAa 
Case 2 . 丑 ⑷ > 0 
By lemma 2.8, there exists a sequence of 7/fc(a) > 0 such that r/A:(a) — 0 and 
for all a G A t 
i J ( X , c | X , ) - rjk{a) < i l o g |Xc|c(a)| < i J ( X , c | X , ) + rjkH 
and so, 
7 l 0 g max |^^c|,(a)| - | l o g min |^^c|^(a)| < 2r]k{a) 
k aG>^a I K aG>la 
logmax |^L^(a)| - log min |^^c,^(a)| < 2krjk{a) 
aG>^ a a6sAa 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.7, there exists a sequence of ^fc(a) > 0 such that <^(a)— 
0 and 
H{X^)— “ � < ilog |^^| < H{X,) + 6(^) 
Therefore, when k is sufficiently large, & ( a ) < H{Xa) and so, 
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This implies, 
log |^^| 
l o g m ^ | J ^ > ) H o g a r ^ ^ | X ^ > ) l < 2 购；间 " “。 0 
< 27；“。)_ log A' 
-H{X.)-Ua) '^^ ^-
Since H{xl)-l{a) ~^ •, when k is sufficiently large, 
log max |^^c|,(a)| — log min |^^c|^(a)| < elog |^^|. 
ae>/4a I aEAa 
Combining the two cases, we have proved that U^, U ^ , . . . , U|^  are e-quasi-
uniform when k is sufficiently large. 
Next, we claim that lH{U^) ^ iJ(X^) as k ^ 00 for any non-empty subset 
aoiMn. By theorem 2.1, i f ^ i s e-quasi-uniform, then ( l - e ) l o g | ^ | < H{Xo) < 
log\Aa\- Since when k is large, A^ is e-quasi-uniform. Therefore, when k is large, 
{l-e)log\A'J<H{U'J<log\Ai\ 
By Lemma 2.7, there exists a sequence of f^c(o;) > 0 such that 6(<^) ^ 0 and 
H{X^) - 6(«) < ^log |乂。S H{X^) + 6H 
As a result, 
(1 - e){H{X^) - 6 ( a ) ) < \H{Ua) < H{X^) + 6 ( « ) 
As e can be arbitrary small, ^H{U^) ^ H{Xa). 
We have constructed a sequence of e-quasi-uniform random variables U^, U � , . . . , U ^ 
such that \H{Ul) 4 H{Xa) as k — 00. Therefore, g G 而(少：(€)) and so 
A ™ C ^ ( ^ ^ ; ( e ) ) . As a result, Wn{^l{e)) 二 Fj^ • 
Denote ^；(0) by ^^ where ^；(0) = {g G Tn ： 9 is quasi-uniform. }. The 
next theorem is a much stronger version of the previous theorem. 
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Recall that A^^ = F* (see proposition 2.7), therefore, ^ ( A ™ ) = f；. Also, 
少：^ A ™ . To prove the theorem, it then suffices to show that A ™ C m r ( ^ * ) . 
Now, let g G A^^. Then there exists a set of n jointly distributed random 
variables ( X 1 , X 2 , . . . , Xn) such that for all a C A/；, H ( J Q = ff(a)，|AVj < 00 
and (X1,X2, • . . , Xn) have a rational probability distribution function. In other 
words, if Q is the probability distribution function of Xj^^, then Q(x) is a fraction 
for all X = (xi : i 二 1 , 2 , . . . , n) G AV„. 
Assume without loss of generality that Q{a) is a fraction with denominator 
integer q for all a in AV„. Similarly, define Qa to be the probability distribution 
function of X^ ^ for any non-empty subset ofA/；. Q«(a) is a rational number with 
denominator q for all a G ^a-
For k — q,2q,3q,. • • , let 
A^ = {x G Af^ ^ : the type of x is the probability distribution Q] 
= ^ U o 
In other words, 
A' = {xeA;^n:Vae%Arn,A^(^i|x) = A:.Q(a)} 
As q divides k, A^ is non-empty and so A^ is a box assignment of X^‘ 
We first show that for any non-empty proper subset a of 从，A^ = T[x,]o and 
Al^M = ^c|x^]o(xc) if (x.) ^ ^1 
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Recall that in Lemma 2.4, if x G ^ ] ^ , and y G T[y|x]^,,(xc)，then ( x , y ) € 
7 U Y ] A , . Conversely, if ( x , y ) G ^ , , then x G『[知(似丨)，y G 1务 ] (财丨） a n d 
y ^ ^[hx]isi\y\+i)M^-
Now for any non-empty proper subset of 从，A^  二 r[Xc«x«c]o. And so, if 
X G A ^ then X � G T[x« ]�and x^c G T[x,c|x.]o(Xa). Therefore, A^ C % « ] , and 
^^c| .^(Xc,) C T[X^c]Xa]oM-
If a and b are in T[x^]o，then a and b are permutation of each other. B y 
symmetry, if a is in A^, then so is b. As a result, A^ = T[x^]o • 
On the other hand, if a G 乂 么 = ^ ] o and b G T[x,c|Xa]o(a), then ( a , b ) G 
T[x. x.c]o 二 乂". Therefore, J ^ J a ) = ^ c | x ^ ] o ( a ) for any a G ^ ^ B y 
symmetry, |^^e|^(a)| is constant for all a G A^. And so, A^ is quasi-uniform. 
Let U ^ U ^ , . . . , U^ be the random variables induced by A^. In other words, 
for any x = ( x 1 , x 2 , . •.，x„) G A'^^, 
丄 if X G A^ 
Pr(f/i& = X i , t / 2 " = X 2 , . . . , t / n ' = X n ) = 丨 刘 
0 otherwise. 
w 
We will show that lH{U^) ~> H{X^) as k 一 oo for any non-empty subset a of 
Mn. 
Since U ^ U ! ^ , . . . , U ^ is quasi-uniform, for any non-empty subset a of A/"„, 
H{Ul) 二 log\Aa\. But by Lemma 2.2, 
kH{X^) — |A'.|log(A: + 1) < log |r[Xa]ol < kH{Xa) 
As T[Xa]o 二 人， 
H{X^)-^^log{k + l) <|log|^^|< H{X^) 
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i / ( X , ) - ^ l o g ( f c + l ) < \H{U'^) < H(Xa) 
But as k 4 oo, ^ l o g ( A ; + 1) — 0. Therefore, ^B([/^) ^ E ( X a ) when k 
tends to infinity for any non-empty subset a of Nn. 
As a result, we have constructed a sequence of quasi-uniform random vari-
ables t/i&,^/2V-.,W such that \H{Ul) ^ H{Xa) as k ~> oo. Therefore, 
g e c ^ ( ^ * ) which also implies Wn{^l) = f * . • 
Theorem 2.2 is a special case of Theorem 2.3. Since ^^ C ^ ; ( e ) for any posi-
tive e,丽(少：)C m r C K ( e ) ) c r：, proving 而(屯：)=r； implies ^ ( ^ * ( e ) ) = 
r* • As can be seen from the proof, Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of A E P . A1-
Tt 
though A E P is not explicitly invoked in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we remark 
that the spirit of the proof in fact is very similar to that of A E P . 
2.5 Quasi-Uniformity and Inequality 
In this section, we will show that a linear information inequality involving n 
random variables is valid if and only if it is satisfied for all sets of quasi-uniform 
random variables. 
2.5.1 Quasi-Uniformity and Inequality 
Let E be an information expression depending only on Shannon's information 
measures involving at most n random variables. For example, H{Xi) + H{X2), 
H{X23) — H{Xi)H{X2), H{Xi) + H{X2) + . . . + H{Xn), etc. 
In fact, E can be regarded as a function from J^ n to the set of real numbers 
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况 where for any g in J^n, E{g) is the value of E when H{Xa) is substituted 
by g{a). Therefore, an information inequality E > 0 is valid if and only if 
ygeK,E{g)>0. 
E is called linear if the function is linear. That is for all a G 況 and g1,g2 G 
J^n, E{gi + ag2) = E{gi) + aE{g2). 
Definition 2.13 Define Reg{E) = {g G J='n : E{g) > 0}. Reg{E) is called the 
non-negative region ofE. 
Therfore, E > 0 is a valid information inequality if and only if r； C Reg{E). 
Fact 2.4 If E is linear, then Reg{E) is a closed cone. 
Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4 If E is linear, then E > 0 is a valid information inequality if 
and only iffor all g G ^l, E{g) > 0. Therefore, a linear information inequality 
is valid if and only if it is satisfied by all quasi-uniform random variables. 
Proof. 
If E > 0 is valid, then by definition, for all g G ^；, E[g) > 0. Conversely, 
as E is linear, Reg{E) is a closed cone. Hence, if for all g G ^；, E{g) > 0, 
ie. ^ ; C Reg{E), then Reg{E) is a closed cone containing ^；. In other words, 
^(¢:) C Reg{E). 
Since 丽(屯：)二 f；；’ f； C Eeg(E). As a result, E > 0 is a valid information 
inequality. 
In fact, it is trivial to see that this theorem can be generalized to any E for 
which Reg{E) is a closed cone. 
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2.6 A New Perspective of Information Inequal-
ity 
In this section, we will introduce a new perspective of information inequality. 
We will prove the Shannon Inequalities, namely the non-negativity of entropies, 
mutual informations and conditional mutual informations, in an alternative way 
to demonstrate the new perspective. 
2.6.1 Combinatorial Inequality 
Let A be a quasi-uniform box assignment of an n dimensional box S. 
Definition 2.14 A combinatorial inequality is an inequality E, > 0 such 
that the expression E' consists ofthe terms |乂。|, a C 从 . E ' is called a com-
binatorial expression. Moreover, a combinatorial inequality E' > 0 is said to be 
valid if and only if it is satisfied by all quasi-uniform box asignment. 
In other words, if given any S 二 U7=i ^  for some finite sets ^ , ¾ , . . . , A'n, 
E' > 0 is satisfied by any quasi-uniform box assignment A of S. 
Example 2.3 We will prove the following combinatorial inequalities: 
1. ) For all non-empty subset a, \Aa\ > 1 
2. ) For all non-empty subsets a,j3 ofMn，« ^ ^ implies \Aa\ < \Ap . 
3. ) For all non-empty subsets a,|3 ofMn, |^a||^/3| > \^au(3 . 
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The first inequality is true by definition. 
Proof for 2.) 
Let S = n?=i 疋 for some finite sets 不，而，...,礼 and A is a quasi-uniform 
assignment of S. Let a C |3 C 从 . 
Ap = {a G X(3 : 3x G A such that Xf^ 二 a} 
Aa = {0' € P^a : 3x G A such that Xa = a} 
For each a,a' G Aa, a + o!, there exists x,x' G A, such that x^ = a and 
x'^ = a'. Let b = xp and U = x'^. Then b, b' G Ap. Also, b + h' since a C /9 and 
a + a'. Therefore, we have a one to one mapping from Aa to A^ which means 
|X| < IM 口 
Proof for 3.) 
Let S = n L i 不 for some finite sets ^ ,而， . . . , A； and A is a quasi-uniform 
assignment of S. For each a = {xi : i G a U ^) G Xu/?, we map a to {x^, xp) G 
Aa X Ap where x^ , = {xi : i G a), xp = {xi : i G /?). Obviously, the mapping is 
one to one and so |Axu"| < |人 x ^p\ = |人||々 |. 口 
Proof for 4.) 
case 1. a C |3 or (3 C a. 
Assume a C |3. Then 
jaup||^an/5| 二 |^a|| /^5 
The case is similar when /3 C a. Hence, the inequality is true. 
case 2. a \ |3 and |3 \ a are non-empty. 
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Let 7 二 a 门(3 and a € A^. By proposition 2.4, B = AM^\^\^{a) is a quasi 
uniform box assignment. Moreover, 
a^f\7 = 乂0；\7|7(以） 
Bp\, = Ap\^\^{a) 
Baijf3\^ = AaU0X^l^{O') 
But we have just proved that 
^aVrll^Ail 2 |^ au/3Vv 
Therefore, 
AA7h(a)IIAn7h(MI 2 |A^uA7h(M 
A>Uil | � U i l � | > ^ a U / 3 U 7 
tA^ >A^ f^ ^ 
Aa\J^  11 X/3Ui I 2 I v4_aU/3L>711 人 
jaU7||j/3U7| ^ |jaUi0|H 
儿||々| > |AxU�A>n/? 
and so the inequality is true. • 
2.6.2 Relations between combinatorial inequalities and 
information inequalities 
Every information expression has a corresponding combinatorial expression ob-
tained by replacing each H[Xo) by log |X|- Conversely, for any combinatorial 
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expression, there is a corresponding information expression obtained by replac-
ing log \Aa \ by H{Xa) . Therefore, we have a one-to-one correspondence between 
information expressions and combinatorial expressions. 
Let us define a bijective mapping T from the familiy of information expres-
sions to the family of combinatorial expressions where T maps an information 
expression to its corresponding combinatorial expression. 
For example, the corresponding expression of H{Xi) + H{X2) — H{X\2) is 
log | A | + l o g |^2|- l0g |A2|. That is, T{H{X^)^-H{X2) — H{X^2)) is log M i | + 
log |乂2| - log \Ai2 . 
Theorem 2.5 Let E > 0 be a valid information inequality. Then the combi-
natorial inequality T{E) > 0 is true for all quasi-uniform assignment A. Con-
versely, if the combinatorial inequality T{E) > 0 is true for all quasi-uniform 
assignment A and Reg{E) is a closed cone, then E > 0 is a valid information 
inequality. 
Proof. 
Assume E > 0 is valid for all random varaibles X1,X2, •. • ,^n- Given any 
quasi-uniform box assignment A , let X 1 , X 2 r " : ^ n be random variables in-
duced by A. Then H�Xa) = log\Aa\- Since E > 0 is valid for random varaibles 
X1,X2,.. . , X n , T{E) > 0 is valid for quasi-uniform box assignment A. Hence, 
T{E) > 0 is valid for all quasi-uniform box assignments. 
Conversely, T{E) > 0 is valid for all quasi-uniform box assignments and 
Reg{E) is a closed cone. Consider a set of random variables X1,X2, • • • ,Xn 
induced by any quasi-uniform box assignment. For such a set of random variables 
X 1 , X 2 , . . . , ^n, H{Xa) 二 log \Aa\. So, if T{E) > 0 is valid for all quasi-uniform 
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box assignments, then ^* C Reg{E). Then, 
r： 二 ^ i K ) C ^{Reg{E)) 
If Reg{E) is a closed cone, then ^{Reg{E)) = Reg{E). Therefore, F* C 
Reg{E) and E > 0 is valid for all random varaibles. 口 
Therefore, when we want to prove an information inequality E > 0, if Reg{E) 
is a closed cone which is almost always the case, then we may prove the inequality 
by proving tliat its corresponding combinatorial inequaltiy T{E) > 0 is true for 
all quasi-uniform box assignments. 
Proving information inequality by proving the corresponding combinatorial 
inequality allows us to understand information inequality in a different way. 
This not only provides an alternative proof, a non-traditional proof, but also 
gives us new tools to study F* and information inequality. 
Recall the four combinatorial inequalities we just proved. 
1. For all non-empty subset a , |人| > 1 
2. For all non-empty subsets a,(5 of 从，a C j3 implies | ^ | < \Afi • 
3. For all non-empty subsets a,f3 of J\fn, |人丨|乂/3| > |人�/3 • 
4. For all non-empty subsets a,^ of 从，a fl |3 = 7 + 4> implies |X||^/?| > 
dau/3||dan/? • 
The corresponding information inequalities are 
1. For all non-empty subset a oiAfn, 2丑(义《) > 1. 
Or equivalently, H{Xa) > 0. 
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2. For all non-empty subsets aJoi 从，a C |3 implies 2丑(知）< 2丑(々 ). 
Or equivalently, H{Xa) < H{Xp). 
3. For all non-empty subsets a J o i 从’ 2丑(知）• 2丑(叉"> 2丑(^。卢）. 
Or equivalently, H{X^) + H{Xp) > H(Xaup). 
4. For all non-empty subsets a , � of 从， a n /9 二 7 + 4> implies 2丑(义《). 
2H{x^) > 2 (^^ au/3) . 2^ (^ an/3)_ 
Or equivalently, ff(Xc^) + E(X^) > B(X^u/3) + B(X^n/3)-
The four information inequalities are the familair Shannon Inequalities. 
Since all the above four inequalities are linear, they are valid if we can prove 
the four corresponding combinatorial inequalities. Since the latter have been 
proved, the basic Inequalities are also proved. Therefore, we have a new proof of 
the basic Inequalities by invoking the tools we have developed for quasi-uniform 
box assignment. This gives us new insight into information inequalities. 
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2.7 Summary 
In this chapter, we have defined an e-quasi-uniform box assignment and e-quasi-
uniform random variables. Then we showed that the minimal closed cone con-
taining all e-quasi-uniform functions is equal to f；. Therefore, we can prove al-
most any information inequality by checking if it is satisfied by all quasi-uniform 
random variables. 
We also pointed out the intimate relation between information inequalities 
and combinatorial inequalities associated with quasi-uniform box assignments. 
Specifically, an information inequalities is valid if and only if its corresponding 
combinatorial inequality is valid for all quasi-uniform box assignments. This 




Groups and Quasi Uniformity 
3.1 Introduction 
Group theory is a branch of mathematics which studies the algebraic structure, 
"group". It is one of the simplest but most basic and most widely studied 
algebraic structure. A group is a non-empty set with a binary operation on the 
set which satisfies certain rules. A common group includes < ^ , +〉， t h e set of 
integers with the addition as the group operation. 
It seems that group thoery is completely unrelated to information theory. 
However, in this chapter, we will show that indeed they are connected in a very 
extraordinary way. We will show that given a finite group G, and it's subgroups 
G i , G2, • . . , Gn, there is an associated quasi-uniform function g in J^n such that 
g[a) : log。丨。丨。.| for all non-empty subset a oiMn- This discovery provides a 
I I \i^ a ® I 
new direction to study f * . 
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3.2 Group 
Definition 3.1 A group < C,* > is a set G, closed under a binary operation 
* such that the following axioms are satisfied 
g^ ： Va, b, c e G, {a * h) * c = a * {b * c). (* is associative.) 
Q2 : 3 element e G G such that Va G G, a * e = e * a = a 
^3 ： Va G G, 3a—i such that a * a~^ = a~^ * a 二 e 
a—i is called the inverse ofa 
If only Gi is satisfied, then it is called a semi-group. And if both ^1,^2 are 
satisfied, it is called a monoid. 
04 ： Va, b e G, a * b = b * a (* is commutative.) 
If in addition, ¢4 is also satisfied, then G is called a commutative group or 
an abelian group. 
If G is an abelian group, we usually use “+，，as the group operation instead 
of “*”. And the inverse of an element a in G will be denoted as —a and a + [-h) 
will be denoted as a — b. 
From now on, we will assume that the cardinality of G is finite unless other-
wise specifed. 
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Example 3.2 Vector space with the vector addition is an ahelian group. 
Example 3.3 Z^ is a set containing the possible remainders when an integer is 
divided by p. 
Let a, b G Zp. Then 
a + b — {a + b) {mod p) 
where strictly speaking, the addition in the left hand side is the group operation 
ofZp and the “+，，in the right hand side is the usual addition regarding a,b as 
integers. 
Zp is an ahelian group and \Zp\ = p . 
Definition 3.2 A permutation ofa non-empty set A is a function 小:A 一 A 
1-1 
that is hoth one to one and onto. Sometimes, we write 小:A^-^A 
Definition 3.3 Let A be a non-empty set and a, r be permutations of A so 
that both a and r are both one to one and onto functions mapping A onto A. 
Define a * r or ar for short as a permutation of A such that for any a G A, 
a * T(a) = a(r(a)). 
It is easy to check that a * r is indeed a permuatation of A. The binary 
operation * is called permutation multiplication. 
Example 3.4 Let A he a non-empty set and let 5^ be the collection ofall permu-
tations ofA. Then 5U is a group under permutation multiplication. Furthermore, 
ifA is a finite set of cardinality \A\ = k, then |SU| = k[k - l)(A^ — 2) . . . 1 = kl. 
Let A = { 1 , 2 , . . •, kj, a is a permutation of A, we may represent a as follows. 
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Also, in this case, 6U is called the symmetric group on k letters, and denoted 
by Sk. 
Definition 3.4 K C G is a subgroup ofG ifK is closed under * and itself is 
a group. 
Lemma 3.1 Let Gi and G2 be subgroups ofan ahelian group (G ,+ ) . Define 
Gi + G2 = {a + b : a G Gi and beG2] . 
Then the minimal subgroup ofG containing Gi and G2 is G1 + G2. Moreover, 
if |Gi|, |C2| are finite, then 
lGi + G2| = ^ . (3.1) 
Similaxly, let G i , G2, • . . , Gk be subgroups of a abelain group group (G, + ) . 
Define 
Gi + G2 + ——h Gk = {ai + a2 + h cLk : «1 G G1,a2 e G2..., ak G Gk}. 
Then the minimal subgroup of G containing Gi, G2，•. •, Gk is Gi + G2 H h Gk. 
Proof. 
It is easy to show that Gi + G2 is a minimal subgroup of G containing Gi 
and G2 (see [3]). Therefore, it lefts to show that 
|Gi + ^ |IJnt|. 
Let Gi X G2 be the cartesian product of Gi and G2. \Gi x C2| 二 |G^ i||^ 2 . 
For each element (a, h) G Gi X G2, a + b is an element in Gi + G2. Conversely, 
if X is in Gi + G2, there exists an element (a, h) G C i x G2 such that x 二 a + b. 
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We may then think that (a, b) is a representation of the element a + b. However, 
one element may have different representations. 
Let (ai ,6i), (a2, 62) € Gi x G2 such that ai + bi = a2 + &2. Then ai - a2 = 
62 — bi. As ai - tt2 G Gi and 62 - h G G2, «1 - «2 = h — h G G1r|G2. Put 
k 二 ai - a2. Then (a2,62) = («1 — k,b! + k). Moreover, for any k G G^iAG^, 
(ai — M l + k) e Gi X G2. 
As a result, for any element a + b G Gi + G2, there are |G^ 门 G ^ representa-
tions, (a - k, b + k) where k G Gi 门 G?. Therefore, 
|Gi + "2l = '|2inSi 
_ 1^||^ 2| , 
二 | G i n ^ 2 i 
The condition that G is abelain is important. If G is not abelain, then the 
lemma may not be true. 
Example 3.5 Let G be S3, the symmetric group on 3 letters. Define 
1 S M S ) } - - { ( S ) , ( S ) } 
Then it,s is easy to check that 
^ 丄广 _ f f h 2 , 3 ] f l , 2 , 3 ] A , 2 , 3 \ / 1 , 2 , 3 ] ) 
&1 + &2二 认1，2 , 3 ) , [ l , 3 , 2 j ，（ 2 , 1 , 3 ) , [ 3 , l , 2 j , J 
But Gi + G2 is not a group as the inverse of (3J2) ^hich is (;:�:�)does not 
belong to Gi + G2. 
The reason is that S^ is not abelian. 
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Lemma 3.2 Let K be a subgroup of G. Let the relation � L be defined on G hy 
a � L b if and only if a~^ * b G K 
Let � f i be defined on G by 
a 〜只 b if and only if a * b~^ G K 
Then 〜丄 and �H are both equivalence relations on G. 
Definition 3.5 K is a subgroup of G, a G G. The subset aK = {a^k\k G K} of 
G is the left coset ofK containing a. Similarly，the subset Ka = {k^a\k G K} 
of G is the right coset of K containing a. 
One may notice directly that a � L b is equivalent to saying that b G aK. In 
addition, we have the following properties. 
• a � L b iff. a K = b K 
a �K b ifF. K a = K b 
• {b : b � L a} 二 oJ< 
{b : b � R a] 二 Ka 
• a G bK implies aK 二 bK 
a G Kb implies Ka 二 Kb 
• |aK| 二 |i^a| = |/(|. 
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Similarly, the same is true for � R . 
R e m a r k s : In general aK + Ka. If the equality is hold for all a G G, then 
K is a normal subgroup of G. Obvious, all subgroups of an abelian group G 
are normal. 
Lemma 3.3 (Theorem ofLagrange) IfK is a subgroup of a finite group G，then 
K\ divides \G\. 
Remember that K will introduce a partition on G and each coset/equivalence 
class in the partition will have size \K\. So 
G\ = \K\ • number of different cosets. 
Thus, |/(| divides \G . 
We then define the index (G:K) of K in G as 簡 . I t actually is the number 
of left/right cosets of K in G. 
3.3 Group Representability 
In this section, we will introduce the definition of " g r o u p representable". 
The phrase group representable is used to describe a function g in ^* which 
we obtained in previous chapter. Simply speaking, a function g in ^* is group 
representable if there exists a group G and it's subgroups G i^, G2, • • •, Gn such 
that g{a) 二 log 丨门丨*^丨。丨 for all non-empty subset a of Mn-
Lemma 3.4 Let G1,G2,. • •, Gn be subgroups of a finite group G. For any non-
empty subset a ofMn, iff)ieaaiGi + • where ai is an element in G, then there 
exists b G G such that fliea o^iGi=bGa where Ga = Pkea Gi. 
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Proof. 
As Aiec t^tiG i^ + ¢, there exists b G G such that b G Aiec^aiG^i. And so 
Vz G a , b e aiGi. It also implies that aiGi 二 bGi for all i G a . Now, 
Ni G cK, Ga ^ Gi 
Wi e a, bGa C bGi 
bGa c f| hGi 
iEa 
hGa C n ^iGi 
iEa 
Conversely, let c G fliec^o i^G i^，then c G f]iea^Gi. It means Vz G a , c G bGi 
and so c'^ * b G Gi for all i in a. Therefore, c—i * b G Hiea Gi = Ga and so 
c G bGa- Combining the two, we have fliga aiGi=bGa. 
This lemma shows that the intersection of a left coset of Gi and a left coset 
of G2 is either empty or is a left coset of Gi f l G2 • 
Theorem 3.1 For any finite group G and any subgroups G1,G2,..., Gn of G, 
there exists a set ofnjointly distributed quasi-uniform discrete random variables 
X 1 , X 2 , . . .,Xn such that H{Xa) = log{G : Ga) for any non-empty subset a of 
Af^ where {G : Ga) 二 | ^ is the index Ga in G. 
Proof 
Step 1 
First we introduce a probaility mass function over the sample space G. The 
probaility mass function is P where P{a) 二 |^ for all a G G and 0 otherwise. Let 
0 be the random variable for which it's sample subspace is G and the probability 
mass function is P. 
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Step 2 
For each i G { 1 , 2 , . • . , n}，we define random variable Xi as follows: 
Since Gi is a subgroup of G, it introduces an equivalence relation over G and 
so a partition on G. The classes in the partition are the left cosets of Gi in G. 
There are totally 筒 of them, each with size \Gi\. Xi is a random variable such 
that if the outcome is a, then Xi 二 aGi. aGi is equal to bGi if and only if a and 
b are in the same left coset of Gi. In other words, Xi 二 aGi if and only if the 
outcome is in the left coset of aG“ 
The probability of Xi 二 aGi is equal to the sum of all probability of Q = b 
for all b in aGi. That is 
Fv{Xi = aGi) 二 E Pr(Q = ^) 
beaGi 
二 去丨说 
= G ^ 
- ' G ' 
二（Gi:G) 
Also, there are total | ^ ' s distinct cosets of Gi and so, Xi can have | ^ ' s 
distinct values. The probability of Xi being any particular value will be 醫 . 
(see Figure 3.1 ) 
Step 3 
Next, we prove that this set of n jointly distributed discrete random variables 
are quasi-uniform. It suffices to show that for any non-empty subset a of Afn = 
{ l , 2 r . , n}， i f 
Pr(Xi 二 aiGi : i G a) > 0 
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y^^^^\^  
^ y . 
Figure 3.1: Cosets of Gi in G 
then, 
Q 
Pr(Xi = aiGi : i G a) = ~ ^ 
As Pr(X, = a,G, : i G a) = ^ ^ ¾ ^ , Pr(X, = aiGi : i G a) > 0 implies 
that rizgc aiGi is non-empty. That is, there exists h G G such that b G Cli^a ^iGi-
Using lemma 3.4, we have, 
n ( V 广 •广 \ I n^ ecv aiGi 
Fv{Xi = ciiGi : i G a) 二 — 
_ hGg 
= 1 ^一 
_ Ga 
= - Q -
Therefore, if Pr (¾ = c^Gi : i G a) > 0, then Pr {Xi 二 GiGi : i G a) = ^ 
which is a constant. That is, X i , X 2 , - - ' , ^ n is quasi uniform. Moreover, 
i / ( X . ) - l o g ^ - l o g ( G , : G ) . 50 
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So we have shown that for any group G and it's subgroups Gi , G2,. • •, Gn, 
there exists a set of jointly distributed discrete quasi-uniform random variables 
X 1 , X 2 , . • •, Xn such that H{Xo) 二 log |gy • . 
We have shown that given any group G and subgroups G1,G2,.. •, Gn, there 
is an associated function g in ^^ where g{a) = log 丨门：。」 f o r all non-empty 
subset a of Afn- This theorem motivates us to make the following definition. 
Definition 3.6 Let G be a finite group and G1,G2, . . . , Gn are subgroups of G. 
(G, G1,G2, • •., Gn) is a g r o u p representation of a function g G Tn if 
g{a) 二 log(Ga ： G) (3.2) 
for any non-empty subset a of Afn-
Also, g is g r o u p r e p r e s e n t a b l e if it has a group representation. 
In addition, if G is abelian, we called g has an abelian group representation 
[G, G1,G2,..., Gn) and g is abelian group representable. 
Corollary, if g has a group representation, then g is quasi-uniform. That is, 
geK-
Example 3.6 Given i G Afn, let 
f 
0 if i g a 
Ui{a)= 
1 if i G a 
< 
Then Ui is ahelian group representable. 
Proof. 
Let G be Z2{ see example 3.3 ) and fix i G Afn- For j = 1 ,2 , . • •, n, define 
G if j + 1 
Gj = 
{0} if j = i 
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where 0 is the identity element of Z2. 
Then 
’ 
G if i ^ a 
Ga = 
{0} if i e a 
Therefore, 
r 
G\ 0 if i 贫 a l0g7^ = 
^^ 1 if i G a 
‘ 
=Ui(a) 
Hence, Ui is abelian group representable. 
Definition 3.7 Let < G,* > and < /(，• > be 2 groups. Then the direct 
product of< G, * > and < K, • > is < GxK, A > where GxK is the cartesian 
product ofG and K and for (a1,61),(a2,62) G G x K, (a1,61)A(a2,62) = («1 * 
«2,^ 1 • h) 
Proposition 3.1 Let gi and g2 be group representable. Then gi + g2 is group 
representable. 
Proof. 
Since gi and g2 are group representable. Therefore, there exists subgroups 
G 1 , G 2 , . . . ’ Gn of group G and subgroups I<1,K2,..., Kn of group K such that 
for any non-empty subset a of 从 , g i { a ) = log 勸 and 仍 ⑷ = l o g | ^ 
Let L be the direct product of G and K and Li 二 Gi x Ki for i 二 1,2, • • •, n. 
It is easy to check that Li is a subgroup of L and 门‘任^  U 二 Ga x Ka. Therefore, 
l o g i — \^g \GxK\ 
La Gcx X Ko( 
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_ log l^ll^l 
Ga Koi 
二 9i{oL) ^g2{0L) 
Therefore, the addition of 2 group representable functions is still group repre-
sentable. 
Theorem 3.2 Let g G Tn be group representahle. For any non-empty subset (3 
ofNn，define a function gp G J^n such that 
gp{a)=g{aU|3)-g{a) 
for all subset a ofMn. Then gp is group representable. 
Proof. 
Since g is group representable, there exists group G and it's subgroup G1,G2,..., Gn 
such that g{a) 二 log | ^ for any subset a of Mn-
Let j3 be a non-empty subset of Mn- For i = 1,2, • • . , n, define Ki = Gp 门 Gi 
and K 二 Gp. Then K1,K2, • • •, Kn are subgroups of K. Then for any subset a 
oiMn, 
1 |K| 1 1叫 1 0 ¾ = l o g y ^ ^ 
— 1 lfiH 
- g | r w % n c ^ ) i 
= l o g _ [ ^ d _ 
\Gfi[\Ga 
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Therefore,如 is also group representable. • 
Let X1,X2,-'Xn be a set of n random variables and g be a function in 
Tn such that g{a) 二 H[Xa) for any non-empty subset a of Afn- g is a con-
structible function, ie. g is in F；. Let (3 be a non-empty subset of Mn and h 
be a function in J^n such that h{a) = H{Xa\Xp) for any non-empty subset a 
of Mu' h is also constructible. The above theorem shows that if g is group 
representable, then h is also group representable. In fact, if {G, G1,G2, • •., Gn) 
is a group representation of g, then {G 门 Gp, Gi A Gp, G2 门 Gf^,..., Gn A Gp) is 
a group representation of h. 
3.4 Tightness of Group Representability 
In this section, we will show that the minimal closed cone containing those group 
representable functions g is F；. We will also propose an inner bound of F；. 
3.4.1 Tightness of T^ 
Definition 3.8 Define 
Tn = {g G Tn : g is group representable. } 
T^ 二 {g e Tn : 9 is ahelian group representable. } 
Theorem 3.3 con{Tn) 二 r*. 
Recall that A^^ = r : and T^ C F；. To prove the theorem, it suffices to 
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Now, let g G A ™ , then there exists a set of n jointly distributed random 
variables X1,X2,.. - , X ^ such that for all a C 从，H { X a ) = g[oL) , | A V � < 00 
and have a rational probability distribution function. 
Construction 
For any x = {xi : i 二 1 ,2 , . • . , n) G AV„, let 
Q{x) 二 Pr(Xi 二 a^ i, X2 = 3^2, . . . , Xn = Xn) 
Q[x) is a rational number for all x. We assume without loss of generality 
that Q{x) is a fraction with denominator integer q. Let a be a non-empty proper 
subset of J^n- For any a G A:'a, define, 
QM = E «K^) 
h^XaC 
Q^ is then the probability distribution function of Xa-
For each k = q,2q,Zq,.�fix an x = (x,- : i = l , 2 , . . . , n ) G X^^ where 
Xi e ^ t for all i, such that x has type Q. In other words, for all a G AV„, 
A^(a|x) = k . Q{a) 
where N{a{x.) is the number of occurences of a in sequence x . 
Recall that if x^ =[工‘山 x^,2,..., Xi,k] for all i G 从，then for any non-empty 
subset a oiAfn, x« = [:r<:^ ,i, x«,2, • . . , x^.k] where Xa,j 二 [Xi,j : i ^ <^ ) is an element 
in Xa-
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Let G^ = Sk be the symmetric group on k letters. For any i G A/*n, define, 
G^ = { a e S k : a o X i = yii} (3.3) 
where crox, = [x,>(i), x,-^(2),..., a;i,a(fc)]. It is easy to check that G\ is a subgroup 
of GK 
Let a be a non-empty set of Mn- As G^ 二 门這《 G�, 
Gl = f]{o- e Sk ： o-ox,- = xJ 
iEoi 
={o" G Sk ： Vz G a , (T 0 Xi 二 x J 
二 {cT G Sk : o- 0 x« = X a } 
Since x has type Q, x ,^ has type Q«. That is, for all a G A'«, N{a]Xa)= 
kQa{a). For each a G A'^  and x^ = [a;^,!,工�2, • . . , ^fc], define 
/ m x » = { W l , V . . , + � = «} (3-4) 
In other words, /mx^(a) is the "location" of a in Xc,. 
Obviously, cr o x ,^ == x« if and only if for all a G A'a, j e Im^^{a) implies 
¢^0') G Irn^M). 
There are totally {kQa{a))Vs elements in Sk such that j G IrrhcM implies 
a{j) G /mx^(a) while keeping all j g Im^M ^xed (ie. j 二 a ( j ) ) . And so, 
1^ 1 = n (拟“⑷)！ 
a^Xoi 
where G^ is just the set of elements in Sk such that for all a G G^ and j G 
Im^a{b), cr(i) G /mx,(6). 
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Therefore, 
w . 
G^\ — k\ 





It is easy to prove that limfcJ:'Mpog | f ^ = H{Qa) = H{Xo^) = g{a) (see [5] 
page 282). In fact, | f ^ = lTqJ. By Lemma 2.2, 
kH{Q^) — |A;|log(fc + 1) < log |TgJ < kH{Q^) 
Therefore, lim^^oo 1 log | g { 二 则。)=1^(^.) = ffH-
Let g^(a) = log |§^. We then have a sequence of g^ G T^ such that 
l i m “ o o |(/^(o;) = g{a). In other words, g G ^ ( T ^ ) which also means c ^ ( T n ) = 
r*. • 
上n' 
E x a m p l e 3.7 Let A\ 二 {a,h} and ^ = { l , 2 } . The probability distribution 
function Q is Q{Xi = a,X2 二 1) = | , Q{X^ = h,X2 二 1) 二 |，Q{X^  = a,X2 二 
2) = i , O(X1 = 6,X2 = 2 ) - | . 
For k — 5, fix 
a b b a b 
x = [1 1 1 2 2 
X has type Q, Xi = [a b b a b] and X2 = [1 1 1 2 2 . 
/mxi(a) = { l , 4 } , /mx,(6) = {2,3,5} 
/ m x , ( l ) - { l , 2 , 3 } , J m x , ( 2 ) - { 4 , 5 } 
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G^| = 2!. 3! = 12 and |G^| = 2!. 3! = 12. 
For k = 10, fix 
b h b a a b a a b b 
x = 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 • • 
X has type Q, Xi = [6 b b a a b a a b b] and X2 = [1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 . 
/mx,(a) = {4,5,7 ,8} , I m ^ M = {1 ,2 ,3 ,6 ,9 , 10} 
/mx,( l ) 二 {l，3,5，G，7,10} , /mx,(2) = {2,4,8,9} 
|GJ| = 4! • 6! 二 17280 and |G^| 二 4! . 6! 二 17狄0. 
3.5 Abelian group representable 
In this section, we will consider those abelian group representable functions and 
show their properties. We first prove the "Ingleton Inequality". This inequaltiy 
was first prove in [10]. The one in [10] is not exactly the same as follows. The 
following one is an “extended version" of the old one. It is more general. The 
difference will be clear in chpater 4. 
Theorem 3.4 (Ingleton Inequality) Let a function g G J^4 be abelian group 
representahle. Then 
^ ( 1 2 ) + ^ ( 1 3 ) + ^ ( 1 4 ) � ^ ( l ) + ^ ( 2 ) + ^ ( 3 4 ) 
+^(23) + ^(24) — +^(123)+^(124) 
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Corollary, if a function g G J^n is ahelian group representable, then for any 
non-empty subsets a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ofMn-
g{ai U a2) + g{ai U a3) + g{ai U a 4 ) � g { o c i ) ^ g { a 2 ) + g { o L ^ y ^ O L ^ ) 
+"(a2 U a3) + g{a2 U a4) +"(Q!i U «2 U a3) + g[oLi U «2 U a4) 
Proof. 
We prove the theorem by proving the following claims step by step. Let 
[G, G1,G2, ¢3, G4) be an abelian group reprsentation of g in T^. Since G is an 
abelian group, we have \Gi + G^|G^ 门仏| 二 |G1||G2 . 
First, 
Claim 1 
i(Gi n G 3 ) + ( ^ 2 n 仏)| < \ { G i + G ^ ) n ^ 丨 
Proof. 
Let X G (G^in^3) + (<^n<%). Then there exists a e G i A < ^ and b G 
G2 n G3 such that X = a + b. Since a and b both belong to Gs, x 二 a + b G G3. 
Also, as a G Gi and b G G2, x 二（z + 6 G G1^G2. Therefore, x G (G i^ + G^AG^s-
Hence {Gi f l G3) + {G2 A G^ 3) C {Gi + G2) A G^ 3 and the claim follows. 
Claim 2 
^ ^ ^ ^ |01 + 0 2 | |制训训仏 1 
&i + &2 + &3 < ^^|Gin^3ii^2n^i“^ 
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Proof. 
|G1 + G2 + Gy = |(G^1 + G2) + G3| 
_ Gi + G211G3 
二 i(^i + ^ 2 ) n ^ i 
< _ _ l ( ^ 1 + ^2)||^3| by claim 1 
-i(GinG3) + (G2n&)l 
二 ft + G 2 i i ^ i i ( G i n ^ ) n ( G 2 n ^ ) l 
二 I^TrT^^r^ 
_ |G^ i + fi2iiG3iiG^iriG2n<^ 
二 |G1n^ 3||^ 2n^ 3| 
Claim 3 
lGl+G2 + C^  + G 4 l S ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ 
Proof. 
|G^ L + G^ 2 + <^ 3 + G^ 二 l{Gi^G2 + Gs)^{Gi + G2 + G4)l 
— |G^ 1 + G2 + G^ 3||<^ 1 + G2 + G^ 4| 
= l { G i ^ G 2 + Gs)f]{Gi^G2^G4)l 
Gi^G2 + GsWGi^G2^G4l 
- |G'1 + G'2| 
since Gi + G2 C {Gi + G2 + G3) A(Gi + G2 + G4). 
Claim 4 
广 广 广 „」 0 1 +仏 | |制糊 0 1门制關训训 6 4 | 
Gl + &2 + &3 + C.4 < ^ “ | G i n ^ 3 | | ^ 2 n ^ 3 | | G i n ^ 4 | | C ? 2 n ^ 4 | ~ " 
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Proof. 
^ ^ |Gi + G^2 + Gy|Gi + G^  + Gg , 1. _ 
\Gr + G2 + (?3 + G,\ < — ~ G^ + G2 b y d a i m 3 
1 |Gi+G2|jG^ 3||G^ inG2A<^ l 
< P ^ . |c^iA&IK^nG3| by claim 2 
- |G1+G2l|G4||G1ng2n<^4| 
• i G i n G 4 i i G 2 n G 4 j 
_ |G^ i + G 2 i i 0 3 i i G i i G i n < ^ n G 3 i i G i n < ^ n < ^ 4 i 
二 | C i n ^ 3 i i ^ n ^ 3 i i ^ i n ^ 4 i i f t n ^ 4 i 
Claim 5 
\Gi\\G2\\G^r\G^\ � | G ^ i n G y | G i n G y | G ^ r i G 3 i 
| G ^ i n G ^ 2 r i G y i f t n G ^ 2 n ^ i — |G^in<^4iiG^2n^i 
Proof-
|G^ 3 + G^ 4| < 16^ 1 + ¾ + ¾ + ^ ^ 
|G^ + G 2 i i G y | G 4 i i G ^ n G ^ 2 n G y | G i n Q n G u i 
一 | G i n ^ i i ^ 2 n ^ 3 i i ^ i n ^ 4 i i ^ 2 n ^ 4 i 
Therefore, 
G i n G y | G ^ 2 n G I |Gi+G21iG311c4 iiGi n 2^ n 3^ iigi n 2^ n <^  i 
— |G3+G4| 
| G i A G 4 i i G 2 n Q l 
= I Gi+G211 ^3 n ^411 Gr n ^2 n ^311 ^ i n ^2 n 仏丨 
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And so, 
|G^1llGy|G^1n<^2nGy � | G i n G 2 i i G ^ i n G y i G n ^ l 
|GiriGnG^ 4iiftnG^ 4i “ iftn^iiftn<^i 
proving the claim. Now, it follows from claim 5 that 
l o g ^ + i o g ^ + iog iGingjnGsi < i � g ^ 7 f e + i � g i ^ + i � g i ^ 
+ l o g ^ 7 n f f W + log ^ ¾ — + log ^ r f k + log ^ ¾ 
Therefore, 
^ ( 1 3 ) + ^ ( 1 4 ) + ^ ( 2 3 ) + g{2i) + g{l2) > g{3A) + g(l) + 夕(2) + 双 ( 1 2 3 ) + 夕(124). 
Corollary, let (G, Gi,G2,---,Gn) be an abelian group representation of a 
function g in Tn- For any a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 oiAfn, 
i o g ] ^ + i o g ^ + iogK^a^nSnGa3i < i o g i ^ i f e + i o g ^ : 7 f c + i o g i ^ J W 
+ l o g K ^ j c S n G a j + log ^ J t i — + log i ^ ; f c + log ^ : : f c i 
Therefore, 
g{ax U a2) + g[ai U a3) + (^<^ 1 U a4) � 5 '(Q!1)+5'(a2)+^(a3Ua4) 
+g{a2 U a3) + g{a2 U a4) +5'(cti U «2 U a3) + g{oLi U a2 U a4) 
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3.5.1 A operator and subcone Wn{T^ )^ 
Theorem 3.5 Fix i G 从，F o r any g G J^n, define A{g,{i}) G 八 or A{g,i) 






^ ) = g - [ g W i i ^ " n ^ y M 
where Ui is defined in example 3.6. 
Ifg is abelain group representable, then, A{g,i) G Tn is also ahelian group 
representable. 
Proof. 
Since g is abelain group representable, there exists a finite abelian group G 
and subgroups G1,G2, • . . , Gn of G such that for all non-empty subset a of 从， 
g H = log ^ 
^a 
It suffices to show that there exists n subgroups K1,K2, • • •, Kn of G such 
that for all non-empty subset a of Mn^  
Q 
l\{g,i){a) = \og — 
八《 
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Let Gi = CljeAfuMi} ^r ^ is a subgroup of Ga for all a not containing i. 
Define /(i，A〜，• • . , I<n as follows: 
G, iij^L 
Kj 二 
G^ + Gi i f j = z. 
‘ 
A 
where Gi + Gi is the minimal subgroup of G containing Gi and Gi. 
Now let a be a non-empty subset of Af. 
case 1 i 0 a. 
If i g a , then for all j G a , Kj = Gj and therefore, K^ = Ga- So 
1 1别 1 1^ 
1 0 ¾ = 1 0 ¾ 
= g { o L ) 
= A ( ^ , z ) ( a ) 
case 2 i G a 
We first show that K^ = Ga + Gi. Then, we will show that log | ^ 二 
A ( " , f ) ( a ) . 
Obviously, Ga C ft C Gi + Gi = I<i and Gi C Ga + Gi = Ki. Therefore, 
Ga + Gi c Ki. 
A 
On the other hand, if j G a and j + z, then G^ ^ Gj and Gi = G^Mz\{i} ^ Gj • 
Therefore, G � + Gi C Gj = Kj. Hence, V j G a, G^ + Gi C K^ and so 
Ga + Gi c Ka. 
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Conversely, if k G / C , then k G Ki = Gi + Gi and so there exists h G Gi 
and k2 e Gi such that k = h + k2. If j G a and j / i, then Kj = Gj. As 
k2 e Gi C Gj and k G G” h : k — k2 G Gj. Therefore, h G Gj for all j G a . 
A A 
Hence, k G Ga + &i. As a result, Ka ^ Ga + Gi. 
A 
Combining with the above results, we have Ka — Ga + Gi. 
As / C = Ga + 6 , ’ \K \^ = 1 ^ ¾ . But, Ga n 么=Gj^n, we then have 
log 1^1 = l o g M ^ 
\^^cx\ I Ga 11 Gi 
1 1^1 1 |6d 
二 l o g 7 ^ - l o g 7 = T 7 " 
(^a ^Afn 
1 1^ 1 1 1^ 1 1 1 1^ 
= l o g 7 ^ - log 7 : r 7 - + log 7 T 
^a ^Afn ^i 
=g{a)-g{K)+9{KX{i}) 
=A(",0(oO 
Therefore, A(^,z) has an abelian group representation (G^,/(i,iC2,...,i^n) 
and A(^, i) is abelian group representable. 
Theorem S,6 For any g G Tn and j3 he a non-empty subset ofMn, define 
A { g , | 3 ) e Tn as follow: 
‘ g ( a ) ifan|3 = 4> 
A{gJ){a) = 
‘ g{a) - Ejeanp{g{J^n) - 9{^fn\{j})) otherwise. 
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八(仏釣=9 — Eidi^n)-双(从\{]))以)-
jep 
Ifg is abelain group representable, then A{g,|3) G J^n is also abelian group 
representahle. 
Proof. 
Assume without loss of generality that j3 二 { l , 2 , • • . , k]. 
When k = 1, it is just the previous theorem and has been proved then. 
Assume this theorem is true for f3 = {1 ,2 , . • • ’ k}. That is for any abelain 
group representable function g G J^n, 
A{g, |3) = g - YM"n) — 乂从\{力))〜 
jep 
is also abelian group representable. 
Notice that, since 从 fl /? = |3 and {Afn\{k + 1}) H |3 = |3 
A{g,^){K) = g{K) — EjeM^n) - 9{K\{j})) 
A{g, _n\{k + 1}) 二 g^\�k + 1}) — EjeM^n) _ 9{K\{j})) 
And therefore, 
八(仏 /9)(AQ — A(g, _ n \ � k + 1}) = g{^n) — g{K\{k + 1}) 
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Now, let 7 = { l ,2 , - - - ,A; ,A:+ 1} and h 二 A ( 〜 々 ） G J^ n- As h is abelian 
group representable, 
A{h, {k + 1 } ) = h — {hiATn) - h{ATnMk + 1 } ) ) 叫 + 1 
is also abelian group representable. But 
A{h,{k+l}) = h - {h{Afn) - h{Afn\{k + l)))uk+i 
= A { g J ) - {A{g,|3){^n) - A{g,^){K\{k + l)))uk+i 
=八(仏約—("(从）—"(从\{& + 1}))叫+1 
=9 — Eidi^n) - g{K\{j}))uj — {g{K) - 9{^n\{k + il))^.+i 
jep 
二 g - T M l h W \ _ 
3^1 
So, A((/,7) = A(/i, {k + 1}) has an abelian group representation. 
By mathematical induction, for all non-empty subset j3 of 从，if g G Tn 
has an abelian group representation, then A[g,|3) also has an abelain group 
representaion. • 
T^^ is a subset of T^. Therefore, ^ ( T f ) is a subcone of F； which means 
Tt 
that it is an inner bound of f；. In chapter 4, we will show that ^ ( T f ) is a 
non-trivial subcone of F； when n > 4. That is, ^ ( T f ) + f； when n > 4. 
3.5.2 Decomposition of Wn{Tf) 
In this section, we will decompose 丽 (丁 $ ) into 2 subcones. 
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Lemma 3.5 Ifg,g1,g2,... ^ 八 such that limfc_oo 9k = g, then for any non-
empty subset |3 ofMn, 





A{gJ) = g-J2{g{K)-g{K\{j}))uj 
iG/3 
lim A{gk, f3) = lim gk — YXgk{J^n) — gk{MnMj)))uj 
fc—oo k^oo )郎 
= l i m gk — E ,lim {gk{J^n) — 9 k { K \ { j ] ) ) u j 
k—00 ~o k—00 
je/5 
= g - T . { 9 { K ) - 9 { K \ { j } ) ) u , 
jeP 
二 A(〜"） 
二 A ( lim gk,|^) 
k—oo 
Lemma 3.6 For any g1,g2 G 八 , a > 0 and non-empty subset (3 ofMn 
A(a^i + 仍,/?) 二 a A {gu|3) + A(^2, /?) 
In other words, A is a linear operator on Tn-
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Definition 3.9 Define 
A = {A{g^Afn) G Tn : g is abelian group representable. } 
U — { ^ aiUi G J^n : cLi > 0} where Ui is defined in example 3.6 
ieJ^n 
A is a subset of T^^ and U is a closed cone inside con(Tjf) . 
Theorem 3.7 Let 
T ° = 碎 ） 
二 the minimal closed cone containing A 
Then if g helongs to 丽 ( 了 ？ ) , then A{g,Afn) is in ^° and g -么(仏从)is in 
U. 
Proof. Let g belongs to Wn{T^^), 
9 - A(^AQ = E ("(从) - 9 i^n\{ j } ) )u j 
ieAfn 
Since {g{Afn) - 9{AfnX{j})) > 0，9 — A{g,K) is in U. 
Now, let g belong to c o n ( T f ) , then g = E f l i diQi where a,- > 0, gi G T f 
and K is a positive integer. 
As A is linear, 
K 
A ( & A g = A ( 5 > , � “ A g 
i=\ 
K 
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Therefore, A{g,Afn) belongs to T ° . 
If g belongs to ^ ( T f ) , then there exists gi,g<2,.-. G c o n ( T ? ) such that 
limfc_^oo 9k = g. 
But by lemma 3.5, A(^,A/；) 二 limfc—oo H9k.-^n) and so A(^,A/；) belongs 
to T ° • . 
In other words, for any function g in Wn{T^), g is decomposed into two 
components, one is A(^,AT^) in T ° and the other is g - A(^A/"n) in U. 
Moreover, the decomposition is unique in the sense that if g G c^(T^^), 
仍 G T ° and g2 e U such that g = gi + g2, then gi =八(仏从)and g2 = 
g — A(^,A/;). That is, if g G ^ ( T f ) , it is uniquely decomposed into the sum 
of 2 functions A{g,K) and g -八(仏从).Since, ^ ( T f ) can be decomposed 
into 2 cubcones T ° , U and U can be characterized easily, characterizing T ° 
means characterizing con(T^^). 
We will next prove the uniqueness of the decomposition. 
Lemma 3.7 Let g G F*, |3 be a non-empty subset ofMn- Then 
L A(^,^) = A(A(^,/?),^) 
2. Ifi e /3，then A{ui,|3) = 0 where 0 is a function in Tn such that 0 (a ) = 0 
for all a. Corollary, ifu G U，then A(u,AT^) 二 0. 
Proof.(l) 
Let f5 be a non-empty subset of Nn and i G /?. 
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A{g,f3){K) = �(AQ-E("(^)1(^\W)) 
jep 
八(仏州从\«) = ^ m w ) - E i 9 { ^ n ) - g { K M m 
jef3X{i} 
Therefore, 






Corollary, if g G T ° , then /^{g,Mn) = g. 
Proof.(2) 
A(w,,/9) = 1^广$>‘(从）—以狐\份))〜 
jep 
= U i — (1 — 0)ui 
二 0 
since XH�Nn) — Ui{J^n\{j})) = 0 if and only if i + j. 
For any u G U, u = T>ieJ\fn aiUi for some non-negative number ai. Hence, 
A{u,Afn) = A ( X ) z G MnaiUi,Mn) 
= ^ ai A [ui,Mn) 
ieMn 
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= X ) aiO 
ieAfn 
= 0 
Corollary, if g G T ° 门 U, then g = A ( & A Q 二 0. 
Theorem 3.8 Let g G ^ { T f ) , gi G T ° and g2 G U such that g 二 gi + g2. 
Then gi = N^g,Mn) and g2 = g -从9儿、. 
Proof. Since gi + g2 = 9 = A(&A/"n) + 9 - A{g,Afn), 
A ( " , A Q 二 A ( " i + 5^2,AQ 
=A("i,AQ + A ( " 2 , A g 
二 A ( " i , A Q 
= f f i 
Therefore, g2 二 g - gi = 9 - A{g,J^n)- The uniqueness of the decomposition 
is then proved. 
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3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we show that given a finite group G and it's subgroups G1,G2, 
. . • , Gn, there is an associated function g in Tn such that g{a) 二 log 丨门二叫 for 
all non-empty subset a of Mn- Moreover, the minimal closed cone containing all 
the group representable functions is F*. 
We then proposed a subcone of f； which is W n { T f ) . We also show that all 
functions in ^ ( T f ) satisfy the ingleton inequality. The subcone ^ ( T f ) is a 
non-trivial inner bound of F*. 
Finally, we prove that 丽 (丁 ? ) can be decomposed into 2 subcones T ° and 







The concept of dependency or independency has been proposed in variaous areas 
of mathematics, like linear algebra, probability theory, etc. Matroid theory is a 
mathematical formation attempting to describe dependency in a purely abstract 
manner. One of the concept is “linear representability" [12]. It was found in this 
chapter that we can lead to same concept in a different approach. In fact “linear 
representability" is almost like "group representability" but with an additional 
constraint. 
In this chapter, we will present the relationship between "linear representabil-
ity" and “group representability". Furthermore, properties of "linear repre-
sentability" will be discussed under our new context. 
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4.2 Preliminaries of Vector Space 
We first begin our chapter by introducing some background of vector space ( see 
[4]). 
Definition 4.1 A vector space V over a field F consists of a set on which 2 
operations (called vector addition and scalar multiplication) are defined so that 
for each pair of elements x,y in V, there is a unique element x + y in V and 
for each element a in F there is a unique element ax in V, such that following 
conditions hold: 
• (V<S1): For all x, y in V , a: + y 二 y + a: (commutativity of addition). 
• (V<S2): For all x,y,z in F , {x + y) + z = x + � y + z) (associativity of 
addition) 
• (V53): There exists an element in V denoted by 0 such that x + 0 = a: for 
each element x in V. 
• (V54): For each element x in V, there exists an element y in V such that 
X + y=0 
• (V55): For each element x in V, there exists an element 1 in F such that 
Ix—x 
• (V56): For each pair a,b of elements in F, and each element x in V , 
(ab)x 二 a(J)x) . 
• (V57): For each element a in F and each pair of elements x,y in V , 
a(x + y) = ax + ay 
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• (V58): For each pair a,h of elemenets in F and each element x in V, 
{a + b)x 二 a3C + bx. 
The elements of the field F are called scalars and the elements of the vector 
space V are called vectors. 
One may notice that the set of vectors in V in fact is an abelian group with 
vector addition as the group operation. 
Example 4.1 The set of all m-tuples with entries from a field Fforms a vector 
space, which denoted by F^, under the operations of coordinatewise addition and 
multiplication; that is，if x = (ai, a2,...，^m) ^ F � V 二 (¾,�,.•.，�) G F^ 
and c e F, then 
X + y = {ai + 61, a2 + h,.. •, «m + ^m) 
C • X = (c . ai, C . tt2, • . . C . ttm) 
Sometimes, we will consider only vector space of this form without loss of 
generality because any finite dimensional vector space is isomorphic to a vector 
space in this form. 
Definition 4.2 A subset W of a vector space V over a field F is called a sub-
space of y if W is a vector space over F under the addition and scalar mul-
tiplication defined on V. Or equivalently, W is a vector space ofV iffor all 
X, y G W and a G F，x + ay G W. 
Also, if W is a vector subspace of V, then W is a subgroup of V, 
Lemma 4.1 IfWi and W2 are vector subspaces ofV, then Wi fl W2 is also a 
vector subspace ofV. 
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Definition 4.3 If Si and S2 are non-empty subsets of a vector space V then 
the sum of Si and S2 denoted Si + S2, is the set {x + y : x G S'i, y G 82}-
It could be proved easily that if Wi and W2 are vector subspaces of vector 
space V, then Wi + W2 is a vector subspace of V that contains both Wi and 
W2. Also, Wi + W2 is the smallest subspace that contains both Wi and W2. We 
say that Wi + W2 is the minimal vector subspace containing Wi and W2. 
Similarly, let a be a non-empty finite set. Define 
Y,Si = {Y,ai:aieSi yiea} 
i£a iEa 
If Wi is vector subspace of V for all i G a , then EiG« ^i is the minimal subspace 
containing W{ for all i G a. 
Lemma 4.2 IfS is a non-empty subset of a vector spavce V, then the set W 
consisting ofall linear combinations of elements ofS is a subspace ofV. More-
over, W is the smallest subspace of V containing S in the sense that W is a 
subset of any subspace of V containing S, 
We call W the span of S and denote as span(5'). For convenience, span((^)={0} 
by definition. 
Definition 4.4 A subset S of a vector space V is said to be linearly depen-
dent if there exists a finite number of distinct vectors X1,X2, • • -,Xn in S and 
scalars ai, a2, •. •, an, not all zero, such that aiXi + a2X2 H anXn = 0. 
If S is not linearly dependent, we say it is linearly independent. 
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Definition 4.5 A basis |3 for a vector space V is a linearly independent subset 
ofV that generates V, (ie, span(|3)=V). 
Every vector space has a basis. Usually, one vector space can have more than 
one basis. 
Theorem 4.1 Let V be a vector space and f3={xi,x2,"-,xm} be a subset of 
V. Then j3 is a basis for V if and only if each vector y in V can be uniquely 
expressed as a linear combination of vectors in |3, ie. can be expressed in the 
form y = aiXi + a2X2 H a^x^ for unique scalars a1,a2,. • .,^m. 
Theorem 4.2 (Replacement Theorem). Let V be a vector space having a basis 
(3 containing m elements and S 二 {yi,2/2,. "Vr] he a linear independent subset 
of V containing r elements, where r < m, then there exists a subset Si of (3 
containing exactly m — r elements such that S'U^'i generates V. 
Lemma 4.3 Let V be a vector space having a basis ^ containing exactly m 
elements. Then every basis for V contains exactly m elements. 
Definition 4.6 A vector space V is called finite dimensional ifit has a basis 
consisting of a finite number of elements; the unique number of elements in each 
basis for V is called the dimension ofV and is denoted dimV. Ifa vector space 
is not finite dimensional, then it is called infinite dimensional 
Lemma 4.4 Let Wi and W2 be vector suhspaces ofV. Then 
dimVKi + dimM^2 = dim{W1f]W2) + dim(Wi + W2) 
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Corollary, 
d i m i ^ i — dim(W^i n 所2) 二 dim(V^i + W2) — dimW^2 
Lemma 4.5 Let V be a vector space over a finite field F and W be a vector 
subspace ofV and dimi^ = m. Then \W\ = \F\^. 
Definition 4.7 Let V and W be vector spaces (over F). A function T:V — W 
is called a linear transformation from V into W iffor all x,y G V and c G F, 
we have 
1, T(x+y)^T(x) + T(y) 
2. T(cx)=cT(3^) 
Definition 4.8 Let V and W be vector spaces, and let T:V ~> W he linear. We 
define the nullspace( or kernel) N{T) of T to be the set of all vectors x in V 
such that T(x)=0; that is N{T) = {x G V : T{x) = 0} , 
We define the range (or image) R{T) of T to be the subset ofW consisting 
of all images (under T) of elements of V, that is R{T) 二 {T{x) : x G V}. 
Lemma 4.6 Let V and W be vector spaces and T:V ^ W be linear. Then 
N{T) and R{T) are subspaces ofV and W, repectively. 
Theorem 4.3 (Dimension Theorem). Let V and W be vector spaces, and let 
T:V ^ W be linear. If V is finite dimensional, then 
dimN{T) + dimR{T) = d imV (4.1) 
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4.3 Linear Representability 
As the set of vectors in a vector space together with the vector addition form 
an abelian group, it is natural to intorduce the following definition. 
Definition 4.9 Let W1,W2, • • •, W^ be vector subspaces ofF^. ( F ^ , W i , 1 ^ 2 , . - � l ^ n ) 
is a vector representation of a function g G Tn if 
# l ^ F ^ W (4.2) 
for any non-empty subset a of Mn. 9 is called vector representable . 
In other words, g is vector representable if it has a group representation 
(G, G1,G2,. . .，Gn) where all G, Gi , G 2 , . . . Gn are vector spaces. That is, vector 
representability is a special case of group representability. 
We will show that the above defintion is closely similar to "linear repre-
sentability" defined in [12]. Before we proceed, we need several lemma. 
4.3.1 Orthogonal Space 
严 is the vector space of all m-tuples with entries from field F. Next, we let 
x=(ai,«2,...,arn)a<ndy=(6i，〜,.-.,6m). Define < >： F^ x F^ ^ F by 
< X , y � = a i b + a 2 b 2 + . . . + o,m^m-
Then for any x , y, z G F^ and c G F 
• < x + z , y > = < x , y > + < z , y > 
• < x , y + z > = < x , y > + < x , z > 
• < c x , y � = c < x , y > 
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Although we only define < > in F%, we can define similar functions in all 
finite dimensional vector spaces. 
Lemma 4.7 Let x, y G F^. We say x is orthogonal to y denoted as x 丄 y if 
and only if< x ,y > = 0. Let W be a vector subspace ofF^. Define 
M^i = {x € F^ : < X , y � = 0 Vy G W} (4.3) 
Then 1^丄 is a vector space. We say “^丄 is the orthogonal vector subspace of 
W. IfdimW = r，then dimH^i = m — r. Moreover，(1^丄)丄 二 V^^. 
Proof. 
See appendix and [3]. 
Lemma 4.8 Let W1,W2 be vector subspaces ofF^, then (M^1+W2)^ 二 W^ 门 2^丄 
where Wi + W2 is the minimal vector subspace containing Wi and W2 • 
Similarly, let Wi,W2，...，Wr be vector subspace of F^. ( 2名 . = 1广 . ,所 0丄 二 
W^ n ^¾^ n • •.门 ^1^『丄.Corollary, {Wi A ^2)丄=W^^^W^^ and (a-i,.,r ^0^ = 
W^ + Wl + • • • + WV". 
Proof. 
See appendix and [3]. 
4.3.2 Linear Representability 
Definition 4.10 Let g G J^n- 9 is linear representable ifthere exists a vector 
space F^ over a finite field F and vector subspaces Wi, W2, •.., Wn ofF^ such 
that for any non-empty subset a ofMn, 
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g{a) = dimY^Wi (4.4) 
iE<y 
where X)-^ ^W^ is the minimal vector subspace containing Wi : i G a. 
We say that g has a linear representation W1,W2,..., Wn in V. 
Linear representability was originally proposed in [12] by F. Matus. The 
paper aimed to deal with conditional independence structure using matroid the-
ory. A linear representable function g is a polymatroid which is an "extended" 
matroid. 
However, in our context, we could regard that linear representability is the 
same as vector representability. This provides us a new perspective, a non-
traditional approach. First, we state the following theorems. 
I 
Theorem 4A Let g G J^n- Ifg is linear representahle, then there exists a finite 
field F such that log |F| . g is vector representahle and so g is asymptotically 
constructihle. 
Proof. 
Since g is linear representable, there exists a vector space F^ over a finite 
field F and vector subspaces W1,W2,..., Wn of F^ such that for any non-empty 
subset a of J\fn， 
g{a) = dimJ2Wi (4.5) 
i£a 
where Eiea 紙 is the vector space spanned by W{ : i G a. 
Now consider the vector subspaces W^, W ^ , . . •, W^ of F ^ . By lemma 4.8, 
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n W ^ i = ( ; ^ W , ) i (4.6) 
iE,a iE<y 
Therefore, 
d i m A ^ V " 二 d i m ( ^ W , - ) ^ 
iea i£a 
=m — d i m ( ^ W i ) 
iEa 
=m-g{a) 
Therefore, | n . e . W.^| =旧饥一“⑷.Sincelog |F|."(a) = log ^ ^ ^ ¾ = log ！门二；,!. 
By definition, (F^, W^, W<^,..., W^) is a vector representation of l0g2 \F\ • g. 
As a corollary, g{a) is asymptotically constructible. 
Next, we will show that if g is vector representable, then there exists a 
finite field F such that | ^ ^ . g is linear representable. In other words, vector 
representablilty and linear representability are almost equivalent. 
Theorem 4.5 If{F^, Wi, W2, •.. ’ Wn) is a vector representation of a function 
g G 7^n, then |^ • g is linear representahle. 
Proof. 
As (F^, W1,W2,..., Wn) is a vector representation of g, 
# i o g y 7 ^ 
for any non-empty subset a of Mn-
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By lemma 4.5, for any vector subspaces W of 严,if dimW = r, then 
W\ = \F\\ That is, log|^|\W\ = r. Therefore, 
• ) = l o g p S 
F^ 




-^——• g{a) = ( d i m F ^ - dim f | 紙 ) 
log \F iea 
Now, let Ui 二 WfSt/2 =浙2丄，..•，Un 二 w^. Then for any non-empty subset 
a of Afn, 









二 1 ^ . 办 ) 
As a result, ^ ^ ^ . g is linear representable. 
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Tha above 2 theorems tell us that we can talk about “linear representabil-
ity" using the context in chapter 3 without using matroid theory. This is an 
alternative interpretation to "linear representability". 
Definition 4.11 Define 
$* = {g G Tn : 9 is linear representable} (4.7) 
$* is the set of all linear representable functions in J^ n-
Ti 
Proposition 4.1 
丽($:) C ^ ( T f ) (4.8) 
Proof. 
By definition, if g is linear representable, then there exists a finite field F such 
that log \F\-g is vector representable and hence abelian group representable. So 
¢ : is a subset of ^ ( T f ) and proposition follows. In other words,丽(少：)is an 
inner bound on 丽 (了力 which in turn is an inner bound on f；. The relations 
will be stated more clearly in later sections. We first see an example. 
Example 4.2 For n = 3，define g G ^ 3 as follow, 
2 if\a\ = 1 
g{ot)= 
3 if\a\ > 2 
^ 
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Z W3 
izy 
Figure 4.1: One representation of g 
Let F = {0,1} be the binary field. Define vector subspaces !^1,1^2,^3 of 
_p3 as follow: 
Wi = span{ ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) , ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) ) 
={(a,b,c)eF^:c = 0} 
W2 = span( (1,0,0),(0,0,1)) 
= { ( a , 6 , c ) e F 3 : 6 = 0} 
W3 = span( ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) , ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) ) 
={(a,b,c)eF^:a = 0} 
Then Wi + W2 = W2 + W3 = Wi + W3 二 PV\ + W2 + W3 = F^. Therefore, 
dimVl^i 二 dimW2 二 dimWs 二 2 and dimVFi + W2 = dimV^2 + W3 = dimWi + 
W3 二 dimWi + W2 + W3 = 3. That is g{a) 二 d imEie« 所“ Therefore, g has a 
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W1 
\ W 2 、 
/ W3 / 
Figure 4.2: A different representation of g 
linear representation (W1,W2,W3) and g is linear representable (see Figure 4.1 
). • 
In fact, g has more than one representations (see Figure 4.2 ). Define 
Ui, U2, U3 as follows: 
Ui 二 span�(1,0,0),(0,1,0)) 
= { ( a , 6 , c ) G F 3 : c = 0} 
U2 = span�(0,1,0),(1,0,1)) 
二 {(a,6, c) G F^ : a = c) 
Us = span{ (0,1,0),(0,0,1)) 
= { ( a , 6 , c ) e F 3 : a = 0} 
Then Ui + U2 = U2 + Us = Ui + U3 = Ui + U2 + U3 = F^. Therefore, 
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dimt/i = d1mU2 = d i m % = 2 and dim(7i + ^2 = d i m % + t/3 二 dim6^i + % 二 
dimt/i + U2 + t/3 = 3. That is g{a) = dimEieaUi- Therefore, {UuU2,U3) is 
also a linear representation of g. 
A question arises immediately. Is there any difference between different rep-
resentations? They are different at least in the following way. 
Suppose we define W4 as follows, 
W4 = span{ ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) ) 
= { ( a , 6 , c ) e F 3 : 6 = c = 0} 
Then 
W4 + Ti/i 二 T i^ W4 + W2 = W2 W4 + W3 二 F^ 
W4 + M/i + W2 二 i^ 3 队 + H^ i + W3 二 V W4 + W2 + W3 = F^ 
W4 + Wi + W2 + W3 = F^ 
and 
dimW"4 + Vt^ i = 2 dimW4 + W2 = 2 dim W4 + W3 = 3 
dimW4 + Wi + ^2 二 3 dimW4 + Wi + W3 二 3 dimW4 + W2 + W3 = 3 
dimW4 + i^i + Vl^ 2 + W3 = 3 
d i m W 4 二 1 
We will show that we cannot find vector subspace U4 such that 
d i m t / 4 + Ui - 2 d i m t / 4 + t/2 = 2 dimOi + 7^3 = 3 
d i m % + t/1 + t/2 = 3 dimC/4 + ^1 + % = 3 d i m ^ + t/2 + f/3 = 3 
dim[/4 + t/1 + t/2 + % = 3 
dimt/4 = 1 
Suppose the contrary, since d i m t / 4 + ^i = dimL^i 二 2, therefore, U4 C Ui. 
Similarly, d imC/4 + U2 = dimt/2 = 2, so U4 Q U2 and d i m f / 4 + U3 二 F^ 二 3 + 
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dim"3, so U4 2 U3. 
U4 is then a subset of Ui f i U2. 
U^^U2 = {(a,6,c) G F^ : a = c a n d c = 0} 
={(a,b,c) e F^ : a = c = 0} 
C Us 
And so U4 C 仏门仏 C U3. But at the same time we require U4 % U3. 
Contradiction is established. Therefore, there does not exist vector subspace U4 
such that 
dimt/4 + t/1 = 2 dimt/4 + f/2 = 2 dimt/4 + f/3 = 3 
dimt/4 + Ui + U2 = 3 d[mU4^U1 + U3 = ^ dimt/4 + t/2 + % = = 3 
dimf/4 + LV+t/2 + % = 3 
dim U4 = 1 
In other words, although for any non-empty subset a of Afs = {1, 2, 3}, 
dim(;^Wi) = dim(5]t/,), 
iEa iEcx 
we can not find vector subspace U4 such that for any non-empty subset a of 
A^ 4 = { l , 2 , 3 , 4 } , 
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dimC£Wi) = dim{Y^Ui). 
iea iEoi 
The interpretation to that a function g could has more than one vector 
representations is that 2 different probability distribution functions could have 
same entropy functions. This also means that different representations are cor-
responding to different probability distributions. 
4.3.3 Direct Sum 
Lemma 4.9 Let V be an m dimensional vector space over a finite field F. Let 
W be a vector subspace ofV with dimW 二 r, Then there exists a vector subspace 
W' of V such that 
1. W' + W = V 
2. dim W' = m - r 
3. M/^n#' = {0} 
J, for every v G V, there exists unique u G W and u, G W^ such that v=u 
+ u'. 
We say that V is a direct sum of W and W'. 
Proof. 
See appendix and [3]. 
Remark: For a particular W , there may be many vector subspaces W ' which 
can satisfies the 4 conditions. 
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Let V be the direct sum of W and W'. Then for any v G V , there exists 
unique w G W and w ' G W' such that v 二 w + w' . We then define a function 
Tw'\w : V" ~> W such that T w j w M = w' . Similarly, we define a function 
Tw\W' : V ^ W such that Tw\w>{v) = w. In other words, TV'|^(v) and 
Tw\w'{^) are the two unique vectors belonging to W' and W respectively such 
that V = Tw'{w{^) + Tw\w'{^)-
Lemma 4.10 Tw'\w and Tw\w> • linear transformations. 
Proof. 
Let v1 ,v2 e V and a G F. Then there exists U1,U2 G W and u;,u'2 G W' 
such that Vi 二 Ui + u； and V2 = U2 + u'2. Therefore, 
avi + V2 = a(ui + u[) + (u2 + u'2) 
= a u i + U2 + au[ + u,2 
As aui + U2 G W and au[ + u,2 G W, 
Tw'iw{a^i + V2) 二 a^'i + ^2 
=aTw'\w{^i) + Tw']w{^2) 
^ 
and 
Tw\w'{avi + V2) = aui + U2 
=aTw\w'{^i) + Tw\w'{^2) 
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As a result, Tw'\w and Tw\w' are linear transformations. 
Definition 4.12 Let V be the direct sum ofW and W'. For any vector subspace 
U of V, define 
Tw'\w{U) = {Tw'iw{u) e W' : u G U}. 
Tw|w'(^) 二 {Twiw'(u)eW:ueU}. 
Proposition 4.2 Tw'iw(^) is a vector subspace. Moreover, ^\raTw>\w{U) 二 
d i m t / - d i m t / n ^ 
Proof. 
See appendix. 
Lemma 4.11 Let V be the direct sum of W and W'. For any vector sub-
spaces UuU2 ofV, Tw'\w{Ui) + Tw'\w{U2) 二 Tpy'inKt/i + ^). More generally, 
Y^iea Tw>\wiUi) = Tw'\w{Y^iea ^i)-
Proof. 
Recall that 
Tw'\w{Ui) = {Tw'iw{ui) : ui G Ui} 
Tw'iw{U2) = {Tw'\w{u2) : U2 G U2} 
Tw'iw{Ui + U2) = {Tw'\wH : u e Ui + U2} 
« 
Let b G Tw'iw{Ui + U2). Then there exists a G Ui + U2 such that b 二 
ZW'|VF(a). But a G Ui + U2 implies that there exists ai G t/i, a2 G U2 such 
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that a 二 ai + a2. Then, 
b == 7V'|viKa) 
=Tw'\w{^i + a2) 
二 ^^'|vKai) + Tw'\w{^2) 
Since T w ] w M G Tw'{w{Ui) and Tw'\w{^2) G Tw]w{U2)^ b G Tw]w{Ui) + 
Tw'iw{U2)- And so, Tw'\w{Ui + U2) C Tw>\wiUi) + 2V'|^K^). 
Conversely, it is obvious that Tw'\w{Ui) and Tw'\w[U2) are subspaces of 
Tw'\w{Ui + U2) and so Tw'\w{Ui) + TW'|uK^) is subspace of Tw'\w{Ui + U2) 
Therefore, Tw'\w{Ui) + TwMU2) = Tw'\w{Ui + f/2). It is readily proved by 
induction that E-c^ Tw'\w{^^) = Tw'\w{^iea Ui). The lemma is then proved. 
4 . 3 . 4 C o n d i t i o n a l E n t r o p y 
Definition 4.13 Let g be a function in J='n- For any fixed non-empty subset |3 
ofMn, define a function gf^ G Tn such that for any subset a ofMn, 
9fi{oc) = g{ayj(5)-g[^) 
Recall that if g is constructible, there exists a set of random variables Xi, X2,..., Xn 
such that for any non-empty subset a of Mn, g{oL) = H(Xa). And therefore, 
^>(a) = 7J(X,u^) — H(X^) 二 ^(Xcv|X/3), the entropy of X^ condition on X^. 
We know that g^(a) is constructible. In the next theorem, we prove that if g is 
linear representable, then gp{a) is also linear representable. 
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Theorem 4.6 Ifg is linear representable, then gp{a) is also linear representable. 
Proof. 
Let g G Tn be linear representable. There exists a vector space F ^ over 
a finite field F and vector subspaces Wi, W2,.. •, Wn of F^ such that for any 
non-empty subset a of 从， 
g(a) = d i m Y , W i (4.9) 
iEa 
For any non-empty subset j3 of 从， let W = EieP ^i and W' be vector 
subspaces such that V is a direct sum of Eie^ ^ i and W \ Consider t/i 二 
Tw'iw{Wi), U2 二 Tw'iw(W2)..., Un = Ui = Tw'iw{Wn), 
By lemma 4.11, 





d i m ^ Ui 二 dimTw'\w{^^i) 
iea i&Oi 




=dim(X^ Wi + Yu 呢）—dim ^ 紙 
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Therefore, gp is linear representable. • 
The above theorem can also be proved using similar technique in theorem 
3.2. However, we give a separate proof to illustrate clearly what the picture is 
when the function g is linear representable. 
4.4 Tightness of Tf 
Recall that F； is the minimal closed cone containing all constructible functions 
g in J^n, cdn{Tn) is the minimal closed cone containing all group representable 
functions g in ^^,丽(丁$) is the minimal closed cone containing all abelian 
group representable functions g in Tn and Wn{^l) is the minimal closed cone 
containing all linear representable functions g. We already showed that 
r ： = 丽 ( 了 , ) 2 而(”” 3 丽(冗） 
We have two further questions. One is whether ^ ( T f ) = 丽 ( 了 打 ) a n d the 
other is whether ^ ( T f ) = ^ (^；). 
Proposition 4.3 When n < 3，丽(少：)=K- ^^ ^ corollary, when n < 3, 
K 二 丽(1) 二 ^ ( T f ) = 丽 ( 少 ： ) . 
Proof. 
See appendix. 
In the following, we will show that proposition 4.3 is no longer true for n > 4. 
The Ingleton Inequality we proved in chapter 3 was originally proposed in 
10]. The theorem said that for any subsets X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 of a representable 
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matroid (5, /o), 
pXi + pX2 + p{x^ u ^2 u ^ ) + /^(^1U ^2 u ^ ) + ^(¾ U ^4) 
< p{x^ U ^ ) + p{Xr U ^ ) + P(Xi U ^ ) + p(^2 U ^ ) + K ^ U ^4) 
The theorem can be repharsed as “ if a function g in J^n is linear repre-
sentable, then for any non-empty subset a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 oiMn-
g{ai) + g{a2) + g{a2, U a4) + g{ai U a2 U a3) + g{oLi U 0^ 2 U a^) 
< g{ai U a2) + {ai U a3) + g{ai U a4) + g{^2 U a3) + g{a2 U a4) 
The theorem we proved in chapter 3 was more general. We proved that, if g 
is abelian group representable, then 
g{ai) + g{a2) + 9{a3 U a4) + ^(ai U «2 U a3) + 9{0^1 U «2 U a4) 
< g{ai U a2) + {ai U a3) + g{ai U a4) + g{a2 U a3) + g{a2 U a4) 
As a result, the theorem proved in [10] is a special case of our theorem in 
chapter 3 and has a new interpretation too. 
Next, we will use the ingleton inequality to show that for n > 4,丽(了?) + 
f ; . That is, ^ ( T f ) is a not a tight bound on f；. 
Theorem 4.7 When n > 4 ， ^ ( T f ) + F；. • 
Proof 
Define g G J^A as follows: 
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g{l) = g{2) = g{3) 二 双⑷=log 13, ^(12) 二 log 13 * 6 
V(13) = ^(14) = g(23) = g(24) = log 4 * 13, ^(34) = log 13 * 12 
"(123) = "(124) 二 ;^(134) 二 "(234) = ^(1234) 二 log 13 * 12 
In [24], Zhang and Yeung has shown that g is constructible, ie. g is in F*. 
However, one can check easily that ^(13)+^(14)+^(23) +^(24)+^^(12) - " ( 3 4 ) -
^(1) _ g[2) — c/(123) — "(124) < 0. As g does not satisfies Ingleton Inequality, 
g is not in 丽(了?》So when n=4, ^ ( T f ) + F；. The above result can be 
generalized easily to n > 4. 
Let X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 be four jointly distributed random variables such that 
g{a) is the entropy of X � . For n > 4, we let ^ 5 , ¾ , . . .,Xn be fixed random 
variables taking a fixed value with probability 1. Let gn{a) be the entropy of 
Xa. Then gn[a) = ^ ( a f l { l , 2 , 3 , 4 } ) . By definition, " n ( 1 3 ) + " n ( 1 4 ) + " n ( 2 3 ) + 
^,(24) + gn{M) — gn{l2) - 9n{l) — 9n{2) — ^n(123) - ^n(124) < 0. Therefore, gn 
is not inside 丽 (了 ? ) and so W n { T f ) 7^  F；. 
We have shown that ^ ( T f ) + f； for n > 4. The next question is if 
^ ( T f ) =丽 ( $二 ) . We know that this is true for n = 4. 
Theorem 4.8 When n = 4 ， ^ ( T f ) = ^ { K ) -
Proof. 
If g e mn{Tf), then g satisfies the shannon inequalities and the Ingleton 
Inequality. Let 
f * 二 {^ G ^4 : g satisfies the shannon inequalities and 
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the Ingleton Inequality.} 
In fact, f * was found explicitly (see [24]). It is the minimal closed cone containing 
a finite set of functions in J^ 4. Therefore, if we can prove that all the functions 
in the set is linear representable, then W n { T f ) 二 丽(少二). 
That the functions in the set is linear representable is proved in appendix. 
Finally, whether when n > 4, ^ ( T f ) 二 丽 ( $ : ) is still unknown. 
As a conclusion, we have 
• When n < 3, 
f： = ^ ( T f ) = ^ ( T f ) = Wn{K) 
參 WhL6n n = 4, 
r： 二 丽(14)〕^(Tf) 二 丽(少：） 
• When n > 5, 
f；=丽(了4)�丽(了？）3 丽($:) 
4.5 Reverse Representation 
In this section, we will give an interesting observation that still lacks a nice 
interpretation. Recall the definition of linear representability. Let g £ Tn be 
linear representable. There exists a vector space F^ over a finite field F and 
vector subspaces 1¼, W 2 , . . . , Wn such that for any non-empty subset a of A/；, 
9{0) 二 dimX)kaWi-
Recall that if a vector subspace U of F^ has dimension k, then | q = \F\^-
Therefore, | E^ea 紙丨 二 l^ l^"(") and log | Eiea ^ 1 二 log |F| • " ( a ) which is vector 
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representable by theorem 4.4. Let h in J^n be such that h{a) = log | EiGa ^i . 
Then h is constructible. In other words, if W1,W2, . . •, Wn are vector subspaces 
of F^, then h{a) = log | Eiea ^i\ i® constructible. We are motivated to make 
the following conjecture. 
Conjecture, 
Let Gi, • . . , Gn be subgroups of G. Define ©.-^�Gi to be the minimal sub-
group of G containing Gi : i G a Then h{a) 二 log|©ieaGi| is asymptotically 
constructible. 
However, we immediately find a counter example. Let G = S3 be the sym-
metric group on 3 letters. 
‘ f l 2 3\ fl 2 3 � fl 2 3\ � 
\1 2 3； ‘ \1 3 2) ‘ V2 1 3； 
& =丨 > 
fl 2 3\ fl 2 3\ fl 2 3\ 
.\2 3 l)，\3 1 2)，、3 2 lJ 
Let 
Gi = {(l 2 D,(1 3 1)} 
— r / l 2 3\ / 1 2 3\1 
^ ' ^ l l l 2 3 J ' V 2 1 3；/ 
Then it is easy to check that ©i=i,2 Gi = 83- Therefore we have, 
|Ci| = 2, |G2|=2, | 0 f t | = 6 
i=1,2 
log|G1| + l o g | G 2 | 二 l o g | G i | | G 2 
= l o g 4 
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< log 6 
= l o g | © G | 
i=l,2 
But a necessary condition for g to be asymptotically constructible is that it 
satisfies the shannon information inequalities. However, h{a) 二 log | 0,-^ .^ G{ 
does not satisfies the shannon inequality h{l)^h{2) > "(12). And so log | ©,-£« Gi 
is not asymptotically constructible and the conjecture is false. 
However, not all is lost. 
Recalls that if I<i and K2 are 2 subgroups of an abelian group G and Ei=1,2 Ki 
is the smallest subgroup containing K i and K2. Then, 
二 |/(l||i^2| 
& 2 1 - | i < i n i ^ 2 i 
In fact, Et=i,2 Ki = I<i + I<2 (see chapter 3). 
We have a new conjecture. 
Conjecture, 
Let Ki,. • •, Kn be subgroups of an abelian group G. EtG« Ki is the minimal 
subgroup of G containing Ki : i G a Then h{a) = log | ^ ：如 Ki\ is asymptotically 
constructible. 
Let's see some properties. 
1. Let a and |3 be subsets of Nn and a fl ^ • ¢, 
iog| Y^  A;i + iog| E 别 二 iogl E 凡』E 刷 
ieaLip iean|3 iecxup 2eo;n/? 
1 I T,iea K j 11 Y>ief3 Ki | ^ 厂 
二 log^^;^~~J7-^~~^ 1^ Ki 
2^iea ^ i 丨 I 2^i^ ^ i ieanp 
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=log|:^i^,_|+log|:^iq 
iGcv ie/3 
+ log \^ieanp^i\ 
I EiGa K i 门 Yd&p K j 
< l o g | X : i ^ , | + l o g | ; ^ i q 
iea ieP 
as T>ieanp ^i ^ T^i^a^iV[T^ie(3Kj-
In other words, h(a U j3) + h(a H j3) < h(a) + h[f3). 
2. Let a and j3 be subsets of Mn and a fl ^ = ¢, 
1 v~^ rz 1 SiGo； Ki ^i^p Ki 
log| X ) Ki\ = l o g — " ~ 
ieaup ^ i e a ^ i I I Lie|3 ^ i 
= i o g i E ^ ^ - l + i o g i E ^ ^ - l 
iea iep 
+ g I T>iea K i n Z)ie/0 K j 
< logl5]i^2_l + l o g l E A | 
iE<y i£P 
as I Ezec Ki 门 Yd&p Kj | > 1. 
In other words, h{a U � ) < h{a) + h{fi). 
3. Obvious, a C ^ implies 
l o g | / C | S log|/(z? 
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At least we have a supportive evidence that log \Ka\ is constructible or 
at least asymptotically constructible. But this is not a sufficient condition. 
Whether the conjecture is valid or not is still unkonwn. But when n < 4, we 
know the conjecture is true. We first see the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.9 Let K1,K2,K3,K4 he subgroups of an abelian group G. Define 
a function g in jF4 as follows: 
5r(a) = log I Y^ Ki 
iEo( 
for any non-empty subset a o / { l , 2 , 3 , 4 } . Then 
^(12 )+^ (13 )+^ (14 ) > ^(l ) + ^ (2 )+^(34) 
+^(23) + g{24) _ +^(123)+^(124) 
Proof. 
We prove the theorem by proving the following claims step by step. Recall 
that |6'1+6^2||G'1nG'2| = |G'1||G'2|. 
Claim 1 
| ( G l + G 3 ) n ( G 2 + G3)| > | ( f t A G 2 ) + G | 
Proof. 
Let X G {Gi n G2) + G3. Then there exists a G ^^门"2 and b G G3 such 
that X = a + b. Since a G G^iflG^s, « belongs to Gi and G2. Therefore, 
X — a + b e Gi + Gs. Similarly, x G G<2 + G^. So, the result follows. 
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Claim 2 
广 r^ n r>i 广 \ I ^ 1 n G211 G^ 11 Gi + G2 + G3 
I Gi n。n ^31 ^ ^"|Gi+^G2+^i“^ 
Proof. 
i G i A f t f i G 3 i 二 i ( G ^ r i G ) A G ^ i 
— G i n G2WGs 
二 i ( G ^ n G ) + ^ i 
^ I Gi n G211 Gs 
- l { G i + Gs)aG2 + Gs)l 
=MG||g3||(G^i + Gs) + {G2 + Gs)l 
Gi + Gs G2 + G3 
— Gi 门 G^ 2 G3 Gi + G2 + Gs 
Gi + G31 丨 G) + G2> 
Claim 3 
r n r n r n r > | G i n G 2 A ^ | G i n G 2 n G 4 | 
Gi[ ]&2\ ]Gs\ lG4 > ]Gif]G2l 
Proof. 
i G i A G 2 f i G 3 n & i = | ( 0 1门仏门仏 )门 (。 1门仏门0 4 ) | 
二 | G i n G 2 n G 3 | | G i n G 2 n G 4 | 
—|(^ in^2n^3) + (^ in 2^n 4^)| 
| G i A G 2 n ^ l l G i n G 2 n G 4 i 
- |c^ in^ 2i 
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since Gi 门 G � i s a subgroup containing both Gi 门 G^ A G3 and Gi 门 G) A G^ 4. 
Claim 4 
Q n Q n Q n Q ! � i Gi n 0211G311G411 Gi+G2+Gs 11 Gi+G2+G4 
I Gi + G311G2 + G311 G^ i + G411G2 + G\ 
Proof. 
ri r^ r^  r\ r^  r\ n \ ^1 n G2 门 G 3^\\Gi 门 G) f l G*4 
& l | lCz2| |CT3( |G4 > G1f]G2 
1 |gir|g2||Q3||Gl+g2+Q3| 
� \Gi{^G2\ ‘ |G1+G3||G2+G3| 
— |G1ng2||g4||G1+g2+g4| 
• |G'1+G'4||G2+G4| 
— Gi n G2 IG311G4 I Gi + G2 + G^ 11 Gi + G2 + G4 
Gi + G^ G2 + G3 Gi + G4 G2 + G4 
Claim 5 
Gi G2 G2, + G4 < Gi + G2 Gi + G2, G2 + G3 
G\ + G2 + G^ , 11 G^ i + G2 + G41 I G^ i + G411G2 + G4 
Proof. 
|03门仏1 > l^ in^2n^3n^4| 
� I G^i n G21 G3 G4 G\ + G2 + G^ 11 Gi + G2 + G4 
Gi + G3 G2 + G311 Gi + G411G2 + G4 
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Therefore, 
Gi + G3WG2 + G ' 3 | � | G i n G2 ||G31 |Q4 ||Gi +G2+Gs [|Gi+G2 +G41 
|Gi + ^4||^2 + ^ | — l&AG4l 
= G i n G2WG3+G4WG1+G2+G2,WG1+G2+G4 
— Gi 11G211 G2, + G^ 11 G\ + G^ + G^ G\ + G2 + G4 
二 | f t + G'2| 
And so, 
Gi 11G211 Gi + G2 + Gs I � I G\ + G211 Gi + G311G2 + G3 
Gi + G2 + G41 丨"3 + G^ I I G^ i + G411 Gi + G4 
and 
log |G i^| + log 1¾! + log \Gi + G2 + G3| < log |Gi + G2| + log \Gi + G y + log |G'2 + G \^ 
+ log |Ci + G2 + G4| + log |G^ 3 + 0^\ — +log |G^ 1 + G4| + log |C2 + G \^ 
Therefore, 
•(13) + ^(14) + ^(23) + g{2i) + � ( 1 2 ) > ^(34) + ^(1) + ^(2) + ^(123) + "(124). 
Theorem 4.10 Let K1,K2,K3,K4 be subgroups of an ahelian group G. Define 
a function g in T^ as follows: 
" ( a ) = log I J 2 Ki 
iE,a 
for any non-empty subset a o / { l , 2, 3,4} . Then g is asymptotically constructible. 
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Proof. 
By previous two theorems, we know that g satisfies the basic inequalities 
and the ingleton inequalities. So g is in F^ and therefore, g is asymptotically 
constructible. 
The importance of the observation is that we may have a different method 
to construct an asymptotically constructible function by using an abelian group 
and it's subgroups. The new construction method may imply a new insight to 
analyze f * . 
4.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we defined "vector representablility" which is a special case 
of "group representability". Then we showed that "vector representablility" is 
almost the same as “ linear representability". This provides a new interpretation, 
a new framework to study "linear representability" which studied by matroid 
theory in the past. 
We also compared the relationship between cones P*, c ^ ( T * ) , con{T^) and 
丽(少：). 
Finally, based on an interesting observation, we can use an abelian group 




AEP and BOX ASSIGNMENT 
Let g G A ™ . Then there exists a set of n jointly distributed random variables 
( X 1 , X 2 , . •., Xn) such that for all a C J\f^, H{Xa) = g[a) and |AV„| < 00. For 
any i G 从，if g{i) = 0, then H{Xi) = 0. Therefore, there exists a unique 
element in ^ such that the probability of that element is 1. So we may assume 
without loss of generality that if g{i) = 0, then |Ai| = 1. 
Let Sk,k = 1, 2, • • • be a sequence of positive numbers satisfies the Delta 
Convention. In other words, 6k ~^ 0 and kSk^ ~^ 00. Define 
A k = T k � k (A.1) 
We will also require |^^^| > 0 for all k. This could be done if we add an 
additional constraint ^ ^ < 1 (see Lemma 2.5). For simplicity, we denote A^^ 
by A^. Now, A^ C X ^ : rL=i,2^.,n ^i is a box assignment. 
Lemma A.1 For any non-empty subset a ofMn, there exists ^k{o^) ~> 0 such 
that 
H ( X ^ ) - ^ , { a ) < ^ l o g l A i l < H { X ^ ) + a { a ) (A.2) 
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Proof: Let a = Mn- By Lemma 2.6, there exists 似 从 ） ^ 0 such that 
| l o g | ^ ^ | - i f ( X A T j | < 6 ( A / ; ) 
Let a be a non-empty proper subset of Mn- Recall that from Lemma2.4, if 
X G A^, then 
X a G & • 。 。 ！ 
Xo^ c G ^ « c | ^ “ | � + i ) ( X o ^ ) 
So A^ ^ is a subset of TK i . But from Lemma 2.6 , there exists a se-^ LAod�|�c| 
quence Ob(a) ^ 0 such that | l o g \T[x^ ]^  ^^  !| < H{Xa) + (^(a). Therefore, 
i l o g K | < i / ( X . ) + a H 
Now, for any a G A^, it introduces a type Pa on Xa. By symmetry, every 
a G A'^ having the same type as a (ie. a and a are premutations of each other.) 
should belong to A^. 
Therefore, ^^ D Tp^. By Lemma 2.2, 
kH{P^) - |A;|log (k + 1) < log |TpJ < kH{P^) 
hence, 
\\og\Ai\>H[P^)~\\X^\\og{k + l) 
As k ~> oo, F(Pa) ^ H{Xa) and *|A^| log {k + 1) — 0. Therefore, there exist 
(k{< )^ ~^ 0 such that 
H(X^) — 6 ( ^ ) < 1 log |乂二| S H { x , ) + 6 ( « ) 口 
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L e m m a A . 2 There exists rjk{c^) ~^ 0 such that for any a G A^, 
H{X^clXc^) - rjk{a) < i l o g | X c | , ( a ) | < H{X^c\X^)^rjk{a) 
P r o o f . From Lemma 2.4, X^|<^(a) C 了[5^ «。|义。]〜(1��|+1)(&). And so, from 
Lemma 2.6, there exists a sequence fjk{a) ^ 0 so that 
^ l o g ^ a c p ^ d l 4 c i + i ) ( a ) ^ ^ ( X . c | X . ) + 7j,(a) for every a G A^ 
^ log |Xc|^(a)| < H{Xac\Xc,) + 7//,(a) for every a G A^ 
Now, given any b G 乂^以⑷，then it introduces a conditional type V given 
A A 
a. If there is another b having the same conditional type as b given a, then b 
should also belong to A^c\a{^)-
Therefore, X ^ J a ) 3 TV(a). But by Lemma 2.3, 
\ log |7V(a)| > i/(y|Pa) — J ^ ^ ^ log {k + 1) 
As k ^ oo, H{V\P^) ^ H{Xo^c\X^) and l ^ ^ ^ l o g ( A ; + 1) — 0. Therefore, 
combining the two inequalities, there exists 7/jt(a) ^ 0 such that 
H{X^c]X^) - rjk{a) < ^log |^.c|,(a)| < H{Xc,c\X^) + r/^(a) • 
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Lemma B.1 Let W he a vector subspace of F^ and dimW 二 r. Let 0 = 
{y1,y2,. •., yr} be a basis of W, then 
X G V^i if and only if < x , y , - � = 0 Vz = 1,2, • •. ’ r 
Proof, 
case 1. r = 0 
If r = 0, then W 二 {0} and so 1^^丄 二 F%. The basis of W is the empty set. 
And so, the lemma holds by definition, 
case 2. r > 0 
Let r > 0. Obviously, x G ^ ^丄 implies < x , y ^ - � = 0 Vz = 1 ,2 , . • •，r. 
Conversely, let y G W . Then there exist scalars a1,a2, • • . , ar G F such that 
y = aiYi + a2y2 + • . . arYr. Let < x , y ^ � = 0 for i = 1，2,..., r. 
Therefore, 
< x , y > 二 < x , a i y i + a2y2 + . . .ciryr"> 
= a i < x , y i > +tt2 < x,y2 > + h ar < x,y^ > 
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二 0 
So, X G Vl^i • . 
Lemma B.2 Let x, y G 严.We say that x is orthogonal to y, denoted as x 
丄 y , if and only if< x , y � = 0. Let W be a vector subspace ofF^. Define 
Vi/丄={x G F^ :< x,y >= 0 Vy G W} 
Then 1^丄 is a vector space. We say that ^^ 丄^ is the orthogonal vector subspace 
ofW. 
Proof. 
Let X, y G ^!^丄 and c G F. As < x , z � = 0, for all z G W and < y , z � = 0 
for all z G M,, 
< x + c y , z > = < x , z > + c < y , z > 
二 0 + 0 
for all z G W. Therefore, < x + c y , z >G ^^丄 and so ^^丄 is a vector space. 
• 
Lemma B.3 Let W be a vector subspace ofF^ and dimW = r. Then dimV^i 
=m — r. Moreover, (^1^丄)丄=W. 
Proof. 
case 1 dim W = 0. 
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If dimV^ = 0, then W = {0} and so 化丄 = 严 . d i m V t ^ i = m = m — 0. 
Therefore, the lemma holds in this case, 
case 2 dim W = m. 
If d i m l ^ = m, then W 二 F^ and so Vi/^丄 二 {0}. d i m I ^ i = 0=m — m. 
Therefore, the lemma holds in this case, 
case 3 0 < dimV^^ < m. 
Let 0 < dimV^" = r < m. Let |3 = { y 1 , y 2 , . . • ,Yr} be a basis of W. Define 
T : F^ 4 F' such that for any v € F%, T ( v ) 二(< v , y i >, < v , y 2 � , . • . , < 
v,y^ >). It could be checked easily that T is a linear transformation from 严 
into F\ Then, 
N[T) = {v G 严： ( < v , y i >, < v,y2 >, • • . , < v , y , >) = ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0)} 
Hence, N{T) 二 Vi/“丄.Rewrite y,- as (a,-,i, a,.,2,..., ai,m) and v as (61, 62, • • •, Ki). 
Let M be a matrix of m rows and r columns such that the ith row, jth column 
lS Chj^ 2, • 
1 \ «1,1 i^2,l . • • CLr,l 
«1,2 0,2,2 . . . «r,2 
M = 
^ 0'l,m Oj2,m • • . ^r,m 乂 
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Then, 
/ \ 
«1，1 «2，1 • . . 0,r,l 
«1,2 2^,2 . • . ttr,2 
(61,62,...,6m) 
< ^l,m ^2,m . • . 0,r,m 乂 
m m m 
= ( Z ) bjCLi,j, Y, bja2,j,..., Y^ bjarjY 
j=i j=i j=i 
Therefore, T ( v ) is equal to v • M . 
N ( T ) is exactly the set of the solutions of the simultaneous equations v - M = 
( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) . Therefore, d i m N ( T ) = dimW"i = m - rank(M). As y i , y 2 , . . . , y r 
are linear independent, rank(M)=r. So dimV^i = m - r. It is obvious that 
W C (^|/丄)丄 and dim(V^i)i 二 m — dim ^“丄=m — (m — r) = r. As dim W = r, 
W^{W^)^. 
Lemma B.4 LetW1,W2 be vectorsubspaces ojV, then (W1^W2)^ = 1^ 1丄门^2丄. 
Similarly, let Wi,W2,'--^r he vector subspaces ofF^. Then ( E L i ^ 0 ^ 二 
n L i 听.C o r o l l a r y , ( f l L i 紙)丄 二 E L i •^丄 
Proof. 
If y G {Wi + W2)^, then < y , x > = 0 for all x G {Wi + W2). As W^ W2 C 
{Wi + W2), < y , x > 二 0 for all x G Wi and < y , x > 二 0 for all x G W2. 
Therefore, y G W^ 门 ^2丄. 
Conversely, let y G W^{^W<t- For any x G Wi + W2, then x = x i + X2 for 
some Xi G Wi and X2 G W2. 
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< y , x > 二 < y,xi + X2 > 
= < y , x i > + < y , x i > 
= 0 + 0 
= 0 
Therefore, {Wi + W2)^ = W^^  A W ^ 
Similarly, let Wi, W2, •. •, W, be vector subspace of F^. (Ei=i,. ,r 呢)丄 二 
W ^ 门 1¥2丄 n . . . n VK,^ . Corollary, since 
h ^ . = n(wn^ 
i=l i=\ 
= ( E ^ " ) " 
i=i 
( n ^ o ^ = { { j : w m ^ 
i=l i=l 
r 
= E ^ 
i=i 
Lemma B.5 Let V be an m-dimensional vector space over a finite field F. Let 
W be a vector subspace ofV with dimW 二 r. Then there exists a vector subspace 
Vr of V such that 
1. W' + W = V ‘ 
2. dim W' 二 m — r 
3. w r \ w ' = {0} 
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4. for every v G V^ there exists unique u G W and u' G W' such that 
V = u + u'. 
We say that V is a direct sum of W and W\ 
Proof. 
Given W is a vector subspace of V. 
case 1 dim W = m. 
If dimW^ = m, then W = V. Let W' = {0}. It is easy to check that W' 
satisfies conditions 1 ,2,3,4. 
case 2 dim Vl^  = 0. 
If dimW 二 0, then W = {0}. Let W' = V. Then W' satisfies conditions 
1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . 
case 3 0 < dim W — r < m. 
Let 0 < dim W = r < m. Let |3w = {x1,X2,. • . , x^} be a basis of W. By the 
replacement theorem, there exists |3w' 二 { y i , y 2 , . . . , ym-r] such that ^w U |3w' 
is a basis of V. 
Let W' = span{|3w')- That is, W' is the minimal vector subspace containing 
|3w W + W' is a subspace of V by definition. Also |3w U |3w' is a subset of 
W + W^ and so, span{|3w U f3w') is a subspace of W + W'. Since |3w U |3w' is 
a basis of V, span[|3w U |3w') = V. Therefore, W + W' = V and condition 1 is 
satisfied. 
Also, by definition, dim W' = m — r and condition 2 is satisfied. 
Let z G ^^nVK: Then there exists ai, «2, • • • «r-, h^ ^ , • • •, ^m-r G F such 
that 
Z = aiXi + a2X2 H h 0,r^r = ^ y i + ^2y2 + h hm-rym-r 
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And so, 
aiXi + a2X2 H h CLrXr — hyi - b2y2 hm-rYm-r 二 0 
Since X1,X2, • • •, x^, y1,y2, • • •, Ym-r are linear independent, a^ = a2 = . . . = 
ar — —hi = —62 = . •. 二 —bm-r = 0. Hence, z = 0 and condition 3 is satisfied. 
Let V G y . Since V 二 V^ " + W\ there exists ui G W and u[ G W' such that 
V 二 Wi + u[. If there exists U2 6 W and u') G W such that v = U2 + u'^. Then 
Ui + u\ — U2 + u'2 
Ui — U2 — U'2 — u\ 
Since Ui - u2 G W and u^ - u[ E W \ Ui - U2 = u � - u'^  G W 门 V^,. By condition 
3, ui — U2 二 u'2 — u\ = 0. So, ui = U2 and u[ = u') and the uniqueness is 
established • . 
Remark: For the same W^ there may be many vector subspaces W ' which 
can satisfy the four conditions. 
Proposition B.1 Tw'\w(U) is a vector subspace. Moreover, dimTw>\w{U)= 
dimU-dimUCiW 
Proof. 
Recall that Tw'\w is a linear transformation and 
Tw'iwi^) = {Tw'iw{u) ： u G U} 
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Hence, Tw'\wiU) is a vector space. If we restrict the domain of Tw'\w to be U, 
then Tw>\w can be regarded as a linear transformation from U to W'. B y the 
Dimension Theorem, 
dimTw'\w{U) + dimN{Tw'\w) 二 dimL^ 
where 
N{Tw'iw) — {u G U : Tw'iw{u) — 0} 
But Tw>iw{u) = 0 if and only if u 二 Tw\w'{u) G W. Hence, N{Tw'\w) 二 W 门 U. 
As a result, 




Tightness of $* and ^ ^ 
Theorem C . 1 When n < 3, ^ ( $： ) = T；. 
Proof. 
When n=3,. i,j G 从 ， i + j define 
f 









9Afn{0^) 二 1 
1 if H = 1. 
" * � = 
2 if |a| 2 2. 
k 
It could be proved easily that ^{{gi ,g2,93,9i2,9i3,923 , 9J f^n^9*}) = ?* ( see 
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Let F be the binary field. First, for each i = 1,2,3，define Wk^ k 二 1 ,2 ,3 as 
vector subspaces of V such that, 
，{(0,0),(1,0)} \ih = i 
^k 二 . 
{(0,0)} otherwise 
Then W(^ W^, W^ is a linear representation of gi. Second, define 
所”. = I {(0,0),(1,0)} iik = ioik = j 
{(0,0)} otherwise 
Then Wl^W^^W^^ is a linear representation of gij. Third, define 
机 = { ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 , 0 ) } forfc = l，2,3 
Then W1,W2, W3 is a linear representation of g f^^ . Fourth, define 
W： = { (0 ,0) , (1 ,0) } 
w； 二 {(0,0),(0,1)} 
W3* = {(0,0),(1,1)} 
Then W^, WJ, ^3* is a linear representation of g*. 
As gi,g2,93,gi2^gi3,g23,gAfn:9* are linear representable, f； = ^ (^；). One 
may check easily that when n = 1, 2, F* = con($*). 
Theorem C . 2 Wienn = 4 , ^ ( T f ) = ^ ( $ = ) . 
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Proof. 
A 
In [24], Zhang and Yeung defined a region F^ in ^4 as follows: For any 
9 e Tn, let 5 , ( 3 , 4 , 1 , 2 ) = g(13)+g(14)+g(23)+g(24)+g(12)-g(34)-g(l)— 
^ ( 2 ) - ^ ( 1 2 3 ) - ^ ( 1 2 4 ) 
A 
r^ = {g G r4 : for any permutation 7r of {1,2, 3,4j 
^(^(l) ,^(2),7T(3) ,^(4))>0} 
In other words, f4 contains all functions g in Tn which satisfies the basic in-
L 八 八 
equalities and the Ingleton Inequalities. Therefore, c^(T^^) is inside F:. T^ is 
the minimal closed cone containing the following seven types of functions [24 . 
The theorem is then proved if we can prove that all the seven types of functions 
are linear representable. 
Type 1 
For any non-empty subset ^ of {1 ,2 ,3 ,4} 
9p{c )^ = min(|a|,l) 
Type 2 
g^{a) = min(|a|, 3) 
Type 3 
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f 
min(|a|,2) if i , j not in a 
9i,j{o^)= 
min(|a| — 1,2) if z , j G a 
Type 5 
"5(a) = min(|a|, 2) 
Type 6 
f 
min(|a|,3) if i 多 a 
9i � = . . 
. min(|a| + 1,3) if i G a 
Type 7 
f 
min(|a|,2) if^ ¢ ^ 
9 i � = 
2 if i e a 
\ 
We will then show that all the 7 types of functions are linear representable. 
Let F be a ternary field and V = F^. Define the following terms, 
% = {(0,0,0)} ui = (l ,0,0) U 2 - ( 0 , l , 0 ) 
U3 = (0,0,1) U4 = ( l , l , 0 ) U5 = ( l , 0 , l ) 
U6 = (2,0,0) U7 = ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) 
t 
We will also assume i,j, k, 1 are four distinct elements in {1,2, 3,4}. 
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Let 
’ Uo if r 癸(3 
Wr = 
span(ui) if r G /? 
Wi^ W2, VF3, W4 is then a linear representation of g^. See Figure C.1. 
Construction 2 g^{a) = min(|a|,3) 
Let 
Wi = span(Ui) W2 = spar1{u2) 
W3 — spar1{u3) W4 — span{uj) 
Wi, W2, W3, W4 is then a linear representation of g^. See Figure C.2. 
Construction 3 gf{a) = min(|a \ z|, 2) 
Let 
Wj = span{ui) Wk 二 span{u2) 
Wi = spar1{u4) Wi — Uo 
Wi, Wj, Wk, Wi is then a linear representation of gf. See Figure C.3. 
. min(|a|,2) if i,j not in a 
Construction 4 gfj{o^)= 
’ min(|a| — 1,2) if iJ G a 
Let 
Wi = Wj = 5pan(u1) Wk = span{u2) Wi = spar1{u4) 
Wi, Wj, Wk, Wi is then a linear representation of gfj. See Figure C.4. 
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Construction 5 
g^{a) = min(|a|, 2) 
Then let 
Wi — span{ui) Wj = spar1{u2) 
Wk = spar1{u4) Wi = span{ue) 
Wi, Wj, Wk, Wi is then a linear representation of g^. See Figure C.5. 
Construction 6 
r 
min(|a|,3) i f i 0 a 
9 z � = 
min(|a| + 1，3) if i G a 
Then let 
Wj 二 span(ui) Wk — span{u2) 
Wi = spar1{u3) Wi — span{u4,u5) 
Wi, Wj, Wk, Wi is then a linear representation of gf. See Figure C.6. 
Construction 7 
r 
min(|a|,2) 1 “贫《 
9 i � = 
2 if i e a 
‘ 
Then let 
Wj 二 <span(ui) Wk = span[u2) 
Wi 二 span[U4) Wi = span(u1,u2) 
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Wi, Wj^ Wk^ Wi is then a linear representation of gJ. See Figure C.7. 
Therefore, all the seven types of functions are linear representable. Hence, 






Figure C.1: Type 1 linear representable functions 
Span(U3) =W3 
Aspan(u?) = W4 
/ s p a n ( U 2 ) = W2 
^J^ s p ^ n ( u Q = W i 
Figure C.2: Type 2 linear representable functions 
S p a n ( U 2 ) = W k S p a n ( U 4 ) = W 1 0 
Z span(u,)=W. 
Figure C.3: Type 3 linear representable functions 
秦 
s p a n ( U 2 ) = W k s p a n ( u J = W i 0 
厂 s p _ J = W , W i 
Figure C.4: Type 4 linear representable functions 
s p a n ( U 6 ) = W i 
^ s p a n ( u ^ ) = Wk 
� U 2 " 
^ 1 ^ p ^ ( U i ) = W i 
Figure C.5: Type 5 linear representable functions 
+ s p a n ( U 3 ) = W i ^ s p a n ( U 4 , U 5 ) = W i 
Z' / 
z / 
' ' ' 乂 • 
/ y / 
/ / ^ p a n ( u 4 > W k 
,么""乂 
- z " s p ^ n ( u , ) = W 
Figure C.6: Type 6 linear representable functions 
亀 
span(U2)=Wk span(U4)=W1 0 
J X span(uJ=W 
span(U1,U2)= W i 
Figure C.7: Type 7 linear representable functions 
« 
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